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New VP wants
student advice
By Qwen Farfss
staff writer
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In step
Debby Eastham (above)
practices bar flag squad
routlna while J.P. Rooney,
JMU's band director,
gives marching directions
In preparation for Saturday's half-time show during the JMU-Rlchmond
gam*.

Football
preview

Head football coach
pushes
aside bitter
memories of '83 season in
anticipation of '84 .
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Campus
comings

The new vice president for academic affairs at
JMU wants a student advisory council by the end
of September.
Russell Warren, who assumed the position in July after a year-long search, said Tuesday the council would help him in deciding academic issues.
Warren also is interviewing each school dean,
department head and- some faculty members to
evaluate the academic system here.
"I don't think anyone should be told how to be
developed," he said.
He said he did not know how many students
would be on the council but he wants less than 20
so that group members "can become comfortable
with one another and be candid with one another.
The larger the group the more impersonal it
becomes."
Requirements will be that students "be truly
representative of our student body and that they be
comfortable in really serving as an adviser to me,"
he said.
Warren lived on campus in Bell Hall from July
16 to August 3 until arrangements were made for
him to move into his home about two and one-half
miles west of Dayton. "I thought of nothing but
JMU for that three-week period of time," he said.
He described JMU as an "extremely dynamic institution. It is willing to accept change.
"Implementing a computer literacy program in
12 months is unheard of in higher education.'*
JMU began a computer literacy program this
year that will make students more familiar with
computers.
He would not comment further on his plans or
ideas, saying such information might hinder faculty and student suggestions and input.
Warren will compile the input at the end of October, he said. He will make a draft of changes and
submit the suggestions for approval.
"We have a good academic program here," he
said. "We try to teach students one at a time.
Students won't tolerate being part of a herd.
"In a world that's becoming more impersonal, I
think all of us react by wanting and feeling that we
deserve more personalized treatment," he said.
"JMU, for its size, tries to give that."
JMU President Ronald Carrier named Warren
as the new vice president April 24. Warren replaced Thomas St ant on, who left the post last June to
become president of Francis Marion College in
^outh Carolina.
Warren said his job has been "very tiring. I'm
putting in good 14-hour days right now.
"But it's terribly exciting," he said. "My days
are not boring."

A
Go-Go's
concsrt
highlights fall activities.
Other events featured.
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For a woman faced with an
unintended pregnancy

OPENING WITHIN TWO WEEKS!

MR. SHOE'S

the right to choose
a safe and legal
abortion Is not
|usl apolitical
issue. It's a deeply
personal matter In
her life — and a very
major decision.

All brand name boots
and shoes V* price
or less!
CANDIES • NINE WEST
• NICHOLS • ZODIAC •
• FRYE BOOTS - ETC. •

(•

\
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Welcome JMU students and staff

Hagerstown Reproductive
Health Services
Hagerstown, MO 21740
(301)733-2400

Lova Chllton and Mark

■

'

Perms (Rag from $35)
Halnuia (Rag $8)

■

Elaine Shenk, Shelley Mullen,
Jeannie Finch, and Lois Kiser

Tapes
/

Coloring • Frosting • Manicuring
Waxing & Facials
Sculpturing Nails
Tuesday a) Wednesday
Wadnaaday'Wat Day'

coo
■■'■

U

54 S. Main St., Harrisonburg
(Downtown Court Square)
easy walk from campus

Call us for information; confidentially of
course. If needed, collect calls are accepted.

Ladies: This is Unreal!

t

^^lAIRSTYLING

We otter first trimester
abortion services
because we believe a
woman should have a
full range of options
available to her.

Located Downtown Harriaonburg
Off Main Street
14 Eaat Water Street

V

Maxell UD)CL-II90
TDK SAC 90*s
All $8.98 Us

2 for $5.59
.2 for $4.99

66 E. Market St reet

434-R2D2*

$6.49

JMU DEBATE TEAM
Opening Meeting
7 P.M. - August 30 (Thursday)
Anthony-Seeger Building, Room 1
Anyone Interested in Debate Is welcome!
No previous Debate experience required!

Call 433-8600
Products sold exclusively in professional
beauty salons. The way to achieve
beautiful, more healthy looking hair.

^!W
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Dean Wartell
leaves JMU
JMU's dean of the college of letters and
sciences has left the university to become vice
president for academic affairs at Humboidt
State University in Arcata, Calif.
"It's a promotion," said Dr. Michael
Wartell, whose resignation becomes effective
Sept. 1. He has been at JMU five years, alias
dean of the college.
ays sad to leave a place you've
s. I enjoyed it and learned a
"We wouldn't have stayed five
we hadn't liked it." However, "it
for me to move on," he said.
was nominated for die position.
learned of the nomination in May.
^^^■toterviewed for the position at the
^^Hof June and decided to accept the
that month.
jteD will be the chief of academic afHumboldt, but will
each.
uee-fourths of the f
" he
ii is located on Humboidt Bay
student population o
known for its programs in science such
as marine biology and wildlife
milar
AV in one way," War
been
in several publication!
.11, littlegh-quality univc
a nice opportunity.
attracpular campus."
Wartell's posWon will be temporarily filled
by Dr. Robert Shapiro, head of the JMU
chemistry department.

Logan Hall gymnasium planned
Logan Hall will have a gymnasium in its base- complex dorm centers. These centers might be
ment by mid-October if plans go as scheduled.
open to everyone, he said.
The center, for women only, will cost about
The center has been in the planning stages for a
$13,000. It includes an aerobic exercise floor, an little over three years and is the direct result of inexercise bicycle, a ballet bar and a Universal weight creasing interest among students in taking care of
system, all on a floor covered with artificial grass, their bodies, Warner said. Housing officials
said Mark Warner, associate director of residence thought people especially interested in fitness
life in charge of developing programs.
would choose the dorm.
The Universal system has weights concentrated
A similar program is underway in Chandler
on one apparatus, designed to give the total body a Hall. Warner said he hopes to turn Chandler into a
workout. The system has stations, so more than study dorm and provide special programs to meet
one person can work at the same time, Warner their needs.
said.
The Bluestone area was chosen because it is the
Those in charge of the center will try to get farthest complex from Godwin, where most stufaculty and other students to conduct seminars on dent athletic facilities are located, Warner said.
topics including stress management, wellness and
Logan was convenient because it already had the
effective weightlifting. Several orientation sessions space and expressed an interest in the project.
will be held throughout each semester so students Warner said noise will not be a problem because
can begin their programs at any time.
the center will be located in the basement in a room
The center wUl provide a different kind of ser- that is almost sound-proof.
vice than the weight room in Godwin Hall, Warner
said. In Godwin "the weight room wasn't fun if
The specific opening date has not been determinyou hadn't lifted weights before. It was kind of in- ed. Hours will be set up by the committee, which
timidating to see everybody grunting and getting will run the programs. The committee will be
into it" when you didn't even know what equip- selected from residents of Logan Hall.
ment did what, he said.
"It will be a different kind of atmosphere for
people who generally wouldn't go (to a weight
room)," he said.
The new facility will be less structured. For example, a woman can put her own cassette tape into
the stereo system and do aerobics by herself.
now
dialing
The center will be for women only partly
because men mainly use the center in Godwin and
was changed
because the center will be in Logan Hall, a
jse more 433 numbers
women's dorm, Warner said..
were needed: in Harrisonburg and none were
However, if the program is successful, a similar
available. Harrisonburg will eventually be
center will be placed in both the village and lake
able to utilize the numbers JMU gives up.

JMU

All-You-

"BUFFET

STUDENT ACCIDENT
AND SICKNESS
INSURANCE
The brochures have been lost or
delayed in the mail. To Enroll,
see

SHOMO AND
LINEWEAVER
INSURANCE AGENCY
INCORPORATED

SPECIALS-

Pizza XlUl

Free tea with College I.D.
Thin Crust Pizza, Deep Pan Pizza,
Spaghetti, Salad Bar, Soup and Garlic Bread

Mon.-Frl.

Mon. • Thurs.

LUNCHEON

NIQHT

11:00 A. M. -2:00 P. M

6:00 P. M. ■ 8:30 P. M.

$2.99

$3.19

$1.00 OFF

$2.00 OFF

Any Large Pizza
Expires Jan. 1,1985
PIZZA INN

Any Giant Pizza
Expires Jan. 1,1985
PIZZA INN

Gitchell's Studio

5-hour photo finishing for 110, 126, and 136
films
"In by 10, out by 3"

25% Discount
To JMU Students On All Photographic Equipment
Ektachrome or Fujlchrome Processing
20 Exposures
36 Exposures

328 South Main St.
434-1301

(When leaving film, show JMU I.D. for these prices)
79 E. Market St., Harrisonburg
434-5314

$1.99
$2.99

I
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Midway Market
157 Warsaw Ave.
BEER
Budweiser (reg. & light)
Coors (reg. & light)
Bosch
Old Millwaukee
Strolls
Goebels
Hamms
Lite
Molsons (Beer, ale,
golden)
Moosehead
St. Pauli Girl
NOTICE

434-7948

6 pks
6 pks
6 pks
6 pks
6 pks
6 pks
6 pks
6 pks
6pks

.$2.49
$2.49
$2.19
$2.29
$2.29
$1.69
$1.39
$2.59
$2.99

6 pks
6 pks

$3.19
$4.29

12pks
$4.89
12 pks
$4.89
12pks
$4.49
12pks
$4.49
12 pks
$4.39
12pks
$2.99
RETURN ABLES
(Case of 24 - Plus deposit)
Busch
$8.49
Coors
$9.49
Coors Light
$9.49
National Boh
$5.99

I.D.'s ARE REQUIRED TO PURCHASE BEER AND WINE

You must be 19 to buy beer and 21 to buy wine * wine coolers. Please present
college I.D. or driver's license with picture. No expired I.D.'s accepted Thank
you for your cooperation.

KEGS

f

FREE ICE with all kegs - buy 1 bag of ice and receive 1 baa free
(Limitlbagperl/4keg)
.
(Limit 2 bags per 1 / 2ken]
Old Mill
l/4keg
$17.99
l/2keg
Budweiser
l/4keg
$23.99
l/2keg
Busch
1/ 4keg ...notavailable
l/2keg
Coors
l/4keg
$22.99
l/2keg
Schaeffer
l/2keg
Bull or Strohs
l/2keg
gg"*r faP 1 «* »" advance if possible, (you

must

$27.99
$37.99
$28.99
$34.99
$24.99
$27.99

be 19 to make keg / tap

OTHER
Cigarettes carton (reg.)
Cigarettes carton (100's)
Coke (reg. & diet) 2 liter
Sprite (reg. & diet) 2 liter

$6.39
$6.59
99C
99C

OPEN NIGHTLY TILL MIDNIGHT

Chips 1 lb. bag
Chips 7 oz. baa .
Ice - small bag
Ice-large bag

$2.09
ci no
6$c
^''//^]y.99C

PRICES GOOD THRU SUN. SEPT. 2
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Dorms remodeled for handicapped students
A number of JMU dorms were
made more accessible to handicapped students this summer.
Two rooms in Hoffman Hall were
remodeled to accommodate handicapped students and an entire
wing of the nearly complete
McGraw-Long Hall has been designed to house wheelchair-bound
students.
According to James Krivoski,
director of residence halls and commuter student services, not much
work was done on the two adjoining
first-floor rooms in Hoffman. The
doors were widened and the bath
separating the rooms was removed.

Now each room has a private bath
equipped with fixtures designed for
the disabled.
A ramp also has been built at the
dorm's entrance. This will provide
handicapped students access to the
financial aid office, also located in
Hoffman Hall.
Hoffman Hall* was j^osen-^for
remodeling because pfltslocanon.
"It's near the>center of campus,
and there are no hilly areas around
it," Krtvoski said.
The entire south wing of JMU's
newest dorm, McGraw-Long Hall,
was built with handicapped students
in mind. Bathrooms already are

designed large enough to accommodate wheelchairs and different
door handles that are easier to grasp
have been installed.
Rooms that have been remodeled
for handicapped students are kept
out of the spring housing sign-up,
Krivoski said. "What usually happens is that students with special
needs will call during the summer."
They are then assigned approprite
rooms, he said.
Krivoski said he expects all of the
work to be finished by the beginning
of the fall semester, though all
available rooms may not be needed
for the handicapped.

Development clinic
undergoes
name change
The Child Development Clinic at
James Madison University became
the Human Development Center on
August 1.
The name change reflects more accurately the services offered, according to center director Dr. Jerry
Benson. The center provides parent
education, individual and group
counseling, diagnosis of and intervention in problem areas for
children and marital counseling.
The services are offered on a
sliding fee scale to families from
Virginia.
The center is located in JMU's
school of Education and Human
Services building. It is staffed by
Benson, secretary Kay Veith and
faculty from JMU's programs in
school psychology,counseling
psychology and special education.

At the

ANIMAL HOUSE
Aquarium and Pet Shop
92 S. Main St. 434-5445

i.

coupon

10% off

20% off

any purchase
sale Items excluded

any complete aquarium,
birdcage or animal cage
set up. Excludes sale Items

•

10-544

_

JMU is one of 302 colleges and
universities included in the recently
published third edition of Peterson's
Competitive Colleges.
The reference book, published by
Peterson's Guides of Princeton,
N.J., contains data profiles of 302
institutions along with information
on 27 art and music schools.
Together, the two groups represent
less thap 10 percent of all American
institutions of higher education.
According to the publisher, inclusion in Peterson's Competitive Colleges is based on such factors as the
ratio of number of applicants to
number of students accepted,
freshman scores on the national entrance examinations and freshman
rankings in their high school
graduating class.
The book is the only one to show
which colleges have the most competitive admissions pictures based on
these data.

We have:
Young ones - old ones,
cute ones - ugly ones, fat
ones • skinny ones, Warm
ones • fuzzy ones, some
that swim, some that
don't, some that fly, some
that won't.

coupon

JMU included
in handbook
of colleges

10-644

Specializing in rare and unusual fish, birds,
reptiles and small animals
—.

The Human Development Center
operates in conjunction with three
other centers and clinics also located
in the School of Education and
Human Services building: the
Shenandoah Valley Child Development Clinic, the Reading Center and
the Speech and Hearing Center. The
four clinics offer the widest possible
range of diagnosis and treatment in a
single setting, Benson said.
Potential clients who come into
one center may be referred to
another. "We decide in-ho use which
center can best serve the client,"
Benson explained. "That is the key
point in terms of services provided to
the community."

b
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Refrigerators
1950's Sundresses $8.00 and
up
Gray and Black
Striped Tux Pants
White Tux Jackets
Black Tux Jackets
Your Choice
$12.00 each
And Mora Clothing!
Looted In Harrison Antiques
14 GrakMM Street o. Corn* S%mMt
iUrriM*kw|, VA 22*01
MON.-SAT. lt-5

for rent
by semester or
year
call
Rockingham Rent
AH
195 South Ave.
433-2591
can deliver

3fou&i0rz

ANTIQUES
WELCOME BACK!
We have added a line of diamond rings and wedding bands mounted in
UK gold starting at $35.00.
We have quality furniture priced afforably and useable for a lifetime.
We will take anything of value in trade (i.e. broken jewelry, furniture.
etc.)
Register for a prize given away each month.

14 Graham St.

434-1074 Z~^ „

^^^

N. W. Corner, Court Square

THURSDAYS
IN SEPTEMBER
Sept. 6 - BLUE SPARKS FROM HELL
13 - AWARENESS ART ENSEMBLE
(LIVE REGGAE)
20 - WHITE ANIMALS with D-Factor
27 - ROOT BOY SLIM
and Capitol Offense

Room to Spare!
The Chesapeake - one of our largest day pacha made for those
extra heavy loads. You'll enjoy the convenience of knowing that
everything you need for your busy day wfl fit Whether If s a ful
day at school or a short trek In the mountains, the Chesapeake'i
got die room. Load up and go .. with Caribou!

Caribou Products are FULLY
Guaranteed against defects in
material or workmanship.
Clip This Ad Bring it in, and get $3.00 OFF
on any Caribou or North Face
Day Pack!
Expires Sept. 30

COMING IN OCTOBER
SKIP CASTRO and
JOHNNY SPORTCOAT
AND THE CASUALS
Be Here Early
For Our

OUTDOOR WEAfl AMn PntaPMrTfT

UtAT-THE-CIXCr
SPECIALS

aiCttNttwiar* 434-44C4

188 S. Mason St.
Htrrlsonburg, Vt.

434-7234
—

1——

*Kav.*ktr~nsmm» irawik

rnapi«-> —"
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Staff photo by QREQ FLETCHER

Car trouble — A Harriaonburg fireman puts out the lira In JMU student Scott Farrell's car.
curred Sunday In the parking lot behind Anthony-Seegar Hall.

OPEN

The lira oc-

24 HOURS
RESTAURANT

Welcome back students
and new freshmen
Bring in this ad for a FREE all natural sugar cone
of your choice!
We serve breakfast anytime
Howard Johnson's Restaurant
1-81 - Port Republic Road
Visa and Mastercharge accepted

Dress YourseJT
In Color''
Personal Color Analysis by Computer

$15.00
Valley Mall

Saturday September^
& Monday September 3 \
By: Dr. Sue Bailey and Miss Ginger Barker
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THIS COULD BE
t YOUR BEST YEAR *
****************

* ■ RUN FOR OFFICE *
* • BECOME A SENATOR *
Pick up and return Declaration of Intent forms
to the S.G.A. Office (W.C.C. 114) by 5 p.m.
September 7, 1984.
Elections on September 10,1984.
• ••••••••••*•* *»*.

GET INVOLVED IN YOUR
S.G.A.!
****************

Tkc Body Shop
Op—T>miii| ■■<ri««| MgAli iflpjm.
Op—DaNyllA.N.tolzMrMI

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
Lee, Levi, Wrangler and Dee Cee
Close out specials
Straignt leg or boot cut jeans
Corduroy straight or boot cut
slim, regular or full fits

$7.98

$9.98

27-38 waist sizes

sizes 25-42 Waist

Pre-washed jeans, fashioned
denims and bib overalls
all

Painter's pants and Chinos
khaki, navy, black, white and
natural colors

$13.98

25-36 waist sizes

$8.99
Broken Sizes

Half Price Off all men's jackets including leathers, denims, poplars and
cotton while they last!

mrimniiimmifill

' mint I SIMONS

IBACK-TOCOLLEGE SALE!
Dorm Days...
Apartment Accents...
WORLD BAZAAR HAS ALL
YOU NEED TO MAKE IT HOME!

£
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Carrier discusses plans
for continued success here
James Madison University will
continue to "be on the cutting edge
of change for higher education,"
JMU President Ronald Carrier told
the university's faculty Friday in its
annual meeting marking the opening
of the academic year.
"We have been noted around the
state for risk-taking," Carrier said,
"and the risk-taking will continue."
Carrier said that the success of
JMU today is due to decisions and
planning that were made in the
mid-1970s. Similar planning is now
taking place at JMU for the 1990s.
"Institutions that will be in trouble in 1992 are institutions that got
into trouble in 1982, not in 1992,"
he said.
Carrier's remarks were to the approximately 550 members of the
JMU faculty who met Friday morning in Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
About 40 faculty members are new
at JMU this year.
An enrollment of more than 9,300
is expected this fall, a JMU
spokesman said. Last year's enrollment was 9,242.
Carrier said there is talk about
retrenchment by some college
presidents but "I don't want to talk
about retrenchment."

He said that JMU is "still committed to innovation and creativity"
and can continue to be a growing
force in higher education.
Funds for higher education should
not be considered as an "expenditure" but instead as an "investment," he said.
The knowledge given to students
by skilled faculty members "is an investment in the hopes and aspirations of millions of people."
He pointed out that JMU is now
installing additional microcomputers
for use by students. JMU's goal,
Carrier said, is for all its students to
be knowledgeable about computers.
Also at Friday's meeting, JMU's
new vice president for academic affairs was formally introduced to the
faculty. Dr. Russell G. Warren accepted that position in July after serving as vice president for academic
affairs at University of Montevallo
in Alabama.
Warren said that JMU is "one of
the most exciting universities in
America" and can achieve its goal of
"being the finest undergraduate institution in the country."

SWfc
Phone 433-1305

USDA Choice Sirloin Steaks
$2.69 lb.
Gwaltney great dogs
69$ lb.
Dr. Pepper, Sunldst, Mt. Dew
8 pack, 16 oz. returnable bottles
99C plus dep.
Kraft mayonnaise quart
.$1.79
Starklst tuna 6.5 oz
69C
Kraft BBQ sauce
79<
Hamms beer reg. only 6 pack no rainchecks
$1.29
Weideman beer 6 pack non-ret. btls no rainchecks
$1.29
Coors beer reg, lite 12 pack
$4.49
Busch or Nat. Lite 6 pack
$2.19
Mobon beer or ale 6 pack
$2.99
Hyde Park charcoal 10 lb
$1.69

Hours: Mon Tues Wed 9-6
Thurs Fri Sat 9-Midnight

CASH &>CARRY Now Has

DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE
With $5 Minimum Purchase
Thurs Fri Sat from 6-12 p.m.

Institute comes here
A nationally recognized
business organization is moving
its headquarters to JMU.
The Institute for Certified
Professional Managers will
move from Dayton, Ohio, to
JMU's School of Business Sept.
1.
The move will benefit JMU in
a number of ways, said Dr.
Robert Holmes, dean of the
school of business. It will enable
JMU faculty and graduate
students to be involved with
professional development and
research with managers from
companies around the United
States.
JMU also wiD be exposed to
the many business organizations
that support the ICPM, the 200
chapters of the National
Management Association and
the 140 chapters of the International Management Council.
ICPM is an accrediting agency that administers tests to
business managers from all over
the United States.
ICPM administers standardized tests, similar to SATs, to
managerial candidates. To
become a certified manager a
candidate must pass three tests.
Passing
demonstrates

knowledge of various aspects of
management.
Although there are about
2,000 candidates each year, the
organization has certified only
1,000 managers in its 10-year
history.
Created by the National
Management Association of
Dayton, ICPM is supported by
that organization and by the International Mangement Council
of Des Plains, 111. ICPM has
members in all major companies in the country.
ICPM is moving because it
wanted to be affiliated with a
university, Holmes said. JMU
was one of several schools
under consideration and had
an "inside track" because Dr.
Lester Bittel, a professor of
business here, served on the
ICPM's board for several years.
Holmes said.
After discussing the matter
with JMU President Ronald
Carrier, Bittel proposed that
ICPM relocate to JMU. ICPM
accepted is June.
Dr. Jackson Ramsey, a JMU
professor of management, has
been named the agency's executive director.

What Do
You Want
From College?
Management Training?
Add It To Your Schedule
2 Credit Hours

6206...MSCI 220...
1050-1140...TT
If you're career oriented and
interested in management,
add THE ART OF MILITARY
LEADERSHIP
to
your
schedule. Gain knowledge
about the psychological,
physiological and
sociological factors which affect leadership of small and
large groups.
ALL TEXTBOOKS AND
EQUIPMENT WILL BE PROVIDED
Contact Captain Torres
Stadium Bldg., Room F 205
Phono: 568-6355
MW: 15:00-16:00
TT: 10:00-11:00

BE ALL YOU CAN BE
JMU ARMY ROTC

V.t

■i

The Best Pizza In Town! Honest.

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
LUNCH

$3.19
Includes: Pizza, Spaghetti, Garlic Sticks, Salad Bar
Monday through Friday only

Free Small
Coke

—.

1

$1.00 Off

GOOD FOR FREE
FLYING SAUCER

With Purchase
of Buffet

Large or Medium
with Coupon
Expires 9/30 •

j_

Expires 9/30
1

With Any
Pizza Purchase
(While Supplies Last)

1

Cloverleaf Shopping Center, Next to Best
^^^^^^

1

■■■
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Harrisonburg
Baptist Church

&QK 5K»6MI8dfl
■jL

VALLEY MALL. HARRISQNBURG, VA. 22801

jJ

•THE LAYOUT-

lionzon

Tom Reynolds; Pastor

- WELCOMES - STUDENTS Sunday Bible Study
9:45 A. M.

We feature 50 different colors
of twist beads, cloisone jewelry
and many locally hand crafted
items to decorate your room.

Worship
11:00 A.M.

by Sherwood
2 Blocks North of the Quad on
Main St.

Valley Mall
434-2625

SAVE 10%
with valid ID

East meets West...
Traditional Japanese
design combines with
New World comfort in this
Special Chair
Regular Price

dj&

STEREO

SRB*£**
ELECTRONICS
v»
Consignment Center
r

INQ CONSIGNMENTS

$149.0X

NOW -$119.00

T«l OH
GOUWT

ftp P.'j C/>N YOjj FiNO THC 'MUSIC ViOe.O'MAMT f-IND ALL TLN ( kJ//V A JM1 7- 3Hier'/F.
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PRIDE
... HAS A RING TO IT.

SENIOR ORIENTATION
TO

CP&P
An orientation for seniors on how to use CP&P services for a successful move from college to employment or graduate school.
Grafton-Stovall Theater
Tuesday, Sept. 4, WJ p.m.

SEE THE ENTRE COLLECTION OF
HERFF JONES COLLEGE RWGS AT:

THURSDAY, AUG.
AND

30

10:00-6:00

DATE: FRIDAY. AUG. 31 TIME: 10:00 - ?;00
PLACE:

WEST PATTD

$2.00 DEPOSIT

WELCOME
BACKJMU!

WARREN CAMPUS CENTER

9 HERFF JONES

Oinition ol Cirnmtion Company

TWO FOR $7.99
Imitate your favorite star!

Rib-Eye Steak Dinner

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread, and
all you can eat from our fabulous Freshtastiks*
Food Bar-. Coupon good only at participating
Bonanza Restaurants. Coupon expires 9/8/84.
Good for any size party, all day 7 days a week.

LUNCHEON

$1.99

Offer includes piping hot bread, and ill you can eat
from our fabulous Frcshrastiks Food Bar.
Coupon good only at participating Bonanza
Restaurants. Coupon expires 9/8^54. Good
for any size party. 11 AM • 4 PM, Mon. - S«t.

BONANZA

$100

CONTEST

Good at Bonanza Restaurants in Charlottesville, Harrisonburg. Lynchburg.
Richmond, Staunton and Waynesboro, Virginia.
si
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Arts & People
UPB plans fall activities
By Cay Fultz

features editor

A concert by the Go-Go's will
highlight activities sponsored by the
University Program Board this fall.
The all-female group will highlight
the concert lineup in its appearance
at the Convocation Center Sept. 21.
Tickets go on sale Sept. 3 at the UPB
box office, located in the Warren
Campus Center: $10 with a JMU
student ID, Sll for the general
public.
"We're pretty fortunate to have
the Go-Go's," said Scott Myer,
UPB chairman. «*We have to
schedule concerts when it's convenient for a band."
The Vixens, another all-female
band, will perform Sept. 16 at
Wilson Hall. Tickets go on sale Sept.
3: S3 with coupon from Backstage
Pass, UPB's activities publication,
and $5 without the coupon.
Backstage Pass has a complete
listing of the month's coming attractions and is available at the campus
center information desk.
In addition to concerts, UPB
shows movies in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, next to the campus center.
Each movie is usually shown two
nights a week. Movie times have
been changed from 7:30 p.m. to 7
p.m. and from 10 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Movie times were moved up to encourage more people to come during
the week, Myer said. Tickets are
$1.50 with a student ID and $2 for
general admission.
A bus trip to Baltimore to see a
baseball game between the Orioles
and the Milwaukee Brewers is planned for Sept. 8. The trip costs $10,
which includes transportation and
box seats.
Bus trips to any away JMU foot-

ball games are also planned if there
is enough student response, Myer
said.
On Sept. 24, Kitty Tucker will
speak here. Tucker is the lawyer who
headed the fight to bring to justice
the nuclear power company accused
of causing Karen Silkwood's death.
The movie "Silkwood" will be
shown Sept. 21-22.
Maxims, a coffeehouse featuring
student talent, is scheduled for Sept.
27. UPB hopes to have the coffeehouses every three weeks. Any
student interested in participating
can contact the UPB office.
In coming months, UPB will
sponsor a trip to the Charlestown
races and a ski trip to Vermont.
Several speakers and entertainers
will be visiting JMU in October.
On Oct. 9, Tom Sullivan, author
and subject of the book and movie
"If You Could See What I Hear,"
will visit JMU.
As part of JMU's homecoming,
The Butterfly Man, a stand-up comic, will be here Oct. 18. Comedian
George Carlin, who has appeared on
Johnny Carson, will perform Oct.
21. Maynard Ferguson, a musician,
will perform Oct. 27.
Hypnotist James Mapes also will
be here in October.
UPB also sponsors mini-courses in
aerobics, auto repair, craft making
study skills, yoga, pool and bartending. Details will be published in
Backstage Pass.
The UPB maintains a 24-hour information line at 6504.
"We welcome new ideas," Myer
said. "We'd like to see students
come participate. UPB doesn't do it
for itself. It does it for the
students."

Freshmen given advia
By Karen Brown
guest writer

As the first week of classes gets
underway, upper classmen smugly take pride in their ability to
spot freshmen as they trek across
campus, often in flocks of twenty
or more, carrying such taboo
items as purses, maps and
schedules.
These freshmen also draw
notice by hauling to class every
book they bought in either their
pre-packaged book bags or with
backpacks slung over both
shoulders. They utter such
atrocities as "Gibbons Dining
Hall," "post office," and
"political science" instead of the
more approved acronyms
"D-hall,"
"P.O." and
"poli-sci." Some of them display
T-shirts embossed with their high
school names while others flaunt
JMU attire to excess. And at
eating hours, freshmen load up
with one of everything in the food
lines.
Although some freshmen have
escaped being conspicuous by
seeking advice on how to dress
and behave from resident advisers, friends and siblings who
are JMU veterans, most freshmen
learned JMU idiosyncrasies the
hard way — by being the butt of
"freshman" jokes.
Wapt've got a reminder for
pbisticated
upP*!$HMP

and!

perience of being in a new environment.
If you want to travel in
groups, then go ahead — what
better way to meet friends? Wearing high school T-shirts and letter
jackets shows pride in fc
memories. And the same goes for
JMU apparel — wearing pu
and gold shows pride in
university. As for purses — if you
choose not to carry one because
you find a purse cumbersome (as
I do), then leave it behind. But
don't do so for conformity's
sake.
And if you must carry a heavy
load of books, don't strain your
back by slinging your backpack
over one shoulder. And if you
don't know your way around yet,
don't get lost or go to the wrong
class just to avoid looking like a
newcomer — pull out your map
and schedule.
And about eating habits sure, with all that food it is tempting to gorge, and if you desire
three desserts then go for it (you'll
discover in good time that contract food is best in moderation).
And speaking of moderation,
remember, you can always say
"no" to another drink of alcohol,
and it's all right to stay home
frOm a party.
Like anything else in life,
learn how to survive at coflfce
through trial and er
compound the anxietkfreshman by trying to
like evervone else.

after hours
Night Spots

V

►JITe — 1007 S. Main St., across from JMU. Specials
are offered nightly. Some are Monday night happy hours
. from 2:30 p.m. to close, Ladles' Night on
Tuesday—ladles receive $.10 drafts between 8:30 and 9
p.m. and Thursday night organizational sponsor night.
►Car's — 121 S. Main St., Downtown Harrlaonburg.
Open for lunch Monday and Tuesday 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
The bar features a '52 Dodge front end packed with a
loud stereo and plenty of dance records.
a»The Broken Spoke — Court Square. An old country bar
frequented by Harrlaonburg locals. Somewhere to go for
a bit of excitement.
►Calhoun'B — 51 Court Square, Downtown Harrison-

burg. Special attractions Induce Commuter Shooter
Night featuring two beers for the price of one on Tuesday
and Super Attitude Adjustment Hour, also two beers for
the price of one on Friday night.

p.m. Bands perform every Friday and Saturday night and
sometimes on Wednesday and Thursday nights. Monday
nights men can drink $.75 drafts and Wednesday nights
women can drink $1.25 high balls.

►■The Dandy Dancer — 700 Port Republic Rd., under the
Train Station Restaurant. Wednesday nights are Dollar
Nights—all bar brands of mixed drinks are $1, no cover
charge. Country and western bands perform Friday and
Saturday nights, $3 cover charge.

►Belle Mead* — Rt. 11 south, Harrlsonburg. MondayFriday Happy Hour, 4:30-7 p.m.; drinks are 2 for 1 and hot
hors d'oeuwea are served. Wednesday night is rib
night—all the ribs you can eat for $1.98. Ladies night Is
Thursday; ladles do not pay a cover charge and are offered 2 for 1 drinks from 8 p.m.-midnight.

►Scotland Yard — 3610 S. Main St., Harrlaonburg. Large
dance floor and a food bar are available. Doors open at
7:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday. Cover charge ranges from
S3 to $5, depending on the band. On Thursday and Sunday, doors open at 5 p.m.—no cover charge and no band,
Just food and drink.
► Scruples — 1400 E. Market St. In the Sheraton Harrisonburg Inn. Happy hours are Monday thru Friday, 4-7

Etc,
►Friday (dance)— Mighty Invaders, 9 p.m., Warren Campus Center Ballroom.
►Saturday (dance)— Tranzfusion, 9 p.m., Warren Campus Center Ballroom.
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Cope-ing

artfile
JMU's art galleries open their doors this fall
with shows featuring a variety of works. Following is a list of their exhibitions for September.
Sawhill Gallery located in Duke Fine Arts.
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 8:30-noon, 1-4:30 p.m. and
7-9 p.m.; Sat. and Sun., 1-5 p.m.
An exhibition entitled "Political Cartoons
from the Campaign Trail" begins Sept. 3 and
will run through Sept. 27. Original cartoons
focusing on election year politics will be the
theme of the show. The cartoons shown will be
those of Tony Auth, Pat Oliphant, Jeff MacNelly, Mike Peters, Doug Marlette and Dan Wasserman. This exhibition is held in conjunction with
the Arts and Science Symposium whose theme is
"Elections 1984: Promises and Reality."
Three special events by Mike Peters, political
cartoonist of the Dayton Daily News, will be
held Sept. 20. A workshop led by Peters will be
held at 3 p.m. in Duke A200. He also will conduct a lecture 7:30 that evening in the GraftonStovall Theatre. A reception will follow in the
Sawhill Gallery.
New Image Gallery located in Zirkle House on
S. Main St. across from campus. Hours:
Mon.-Thur., noon-5 p.m.; Fri., noon-4 p.m.;
Sat. and Sun., 2-4 p.m.
"Formalist Color Photographs of Flowers by
Barbara Kara fin" will be shown Sept. 3-22. This
work explores Karafin's formal and personal
love of floral art. Kara fin has a master's degree
from the University of Philadelphia and has

studied at the Barnes Arboretum School of Horticulture. The Philadelphia College of Art has
exhibited her work.
"The Visionary Journey by Lisa Bloomfield"
will also be shown at the New Image Gallery
from Sept. 24 - Oct. 13. This work is an extended
narrative of a fictional account illustrated by
cropped 1940's photos creating an awareness of
the camera's subjectivity.
Artworks Gallery located in Zirkle House.
Hours: Mon.-Thur., noon-5 p.m.; Fri., noon-4
p.m.; Sat. and Sun., 2-4 p.m.
Photographs of two undergraduate art
students, Lynn Somers and Anne Conrad, will
be exhibited, Sept. 2-15. An opening reception
for this exhibition will be held 7 p.m. Sept. 3.
"Artwork by Peter Schnibbe" will also be
shown in the Artworks Gallery. This exhibition
of mixed-media work will be held Sept. 16-29.
An opening reception will be held Sept. 17 at 7
p.m.
The Other Gallery located in Zirkle House.
Hours: Mon.-Thur., noon-5 p.m.; Fri., noon4p.m.; Sat.-Sun., 2-4 p.m.
Dan Thompson will be exhibiting
photography and calligraphy works Sept. 2-15.
On Sept. 3, an opening reception will be held at 7
p.m.
Two undergraduate art students, Laura
Richardson and Suzanne Jones, also will be exhibiting their work in The Other Gallery. This
exhibition of mixed-media works runs Sept.
16-29. An opening reception will be held 7 p.m.
Sept. 17.

Summer
loves
By Andrea Cope
Michael Jackson really hit home with "Farewell
My Summer Love." Saying goodbye to someone
you've known for the summer really is not an easy
thing to do. I guess I was lucky this summer and
didn't have to deal with some dockside parting to a
man I hardly knew but wanted to know better.
So, when I hear that sweet song by Michael, I
think to myself, "Did I have a summer love? Is
there anything that's hard for me to say goodbye
to?"
Frankly, no.
It wasn't that hard saying goodbye to my first
job this summer in Tampa. I was selling yellow
page advertising for the University of South
Florida campus telephone directory. It seemed so
exciting at first — living in different hotels every
week, eating all my meals out, calling on
businesses door to door, the beach, the night life.
After four weeks of staying in hotels that hosted
truckers' conventions, four weeks of eating only at
Mel's Hot Dogs and CDB's Pizza (1 think it stood
for Crust Done Burnt.) four weeks of having doors
slammed in my face as I trudged through 95 degree
heat, four weeks of brainless muscle-heads flexing
for me at the beach, and four weeks of night life
being the 6 p.m. news because I was too tired to go
out, I decided to call it quits.
I headed north to Boston where I landed a job
with an engineering firm. I told the woman interviewing me I could type sixty words a minute and
knew shorthand. Ha. It's amazing what one can
get away with with dimples.
So, I became secretary to the president of a company that sold a multi-million dollar product to
Fortune 500 companies and an international
market.
The people were nice, but the job itself was not
very challenging.
Daily challenges included unjamming the copying machine and trying to deal with Japanese
clients on the phone who did not speak English.
I experienced two extremes this summer. One, a
job that was very challenging but not financially
rewarding; the other, a job that paid well but was
not challenging.
Neither was my summer love.
Now I face new challenges every day back at
JMU. The worst is waiting in lines. I have to wait
to pay my tuition, to buy books and supplies, to
open a bank account, to add a class, to see my adviser, and even to take a shower in the morning
I know, after a week or so, everything will be
smooth sailing. Lines will die and thoughts of my
summer jobs will recede to the farthest crevice of
my mind.
When most people hear that overplayed song by
Michael Jackson, their hearts skip a beat as they
think of their summer romances. But I'll just
chuckle a bit inside and sing to myself, "Farewell
my summer jobs, farewell!"

Staff photo by MINQ LEONQ

Zirkle House, where the New Image Gallery, The Other Gallery and the Artworks Gallery
ttn housed, la located at 963 S. Main St.

Andrea Cope is a junior majoring in communication arts.
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HARRISONBURG
PAWNBROKERS
Located next to Jess' Lunch Ph. 433-3355
Loans On: Jewelry, Gold. Silver, Class Rings,
Diamonds, Coins, Stereos, TV's, Typewriter,
Cameras and Just about Anything Of Value.
•Loans Up To 120 Days «We Also Buy

dte*fin*i«tive
del*i*ca*tes*sen
Spanky's Defines
Delicatessen With A
Selection Of Fine Foods
Delicatessen
Meats
A great deli begins with line
meats. Pastrami, corned
beef, moriadello. proscuitto.
iiverwurst. ham. salami .
bologna , and much more
Whether you need enough
lor a sandwich, or enough (or
a banquet Spanky's can (ill
your order and do it m a style
lhat will make you proud

Cheeses
Cheeses from around the
world deline a deli too Buttery brie, sharp Cheddars,
mild Cheddars, swiss,
edams. and much, much
more are ready tor your
selection at Spanky's. We
never stop looking lor interesting cheeses to please
your palate.

Pastries
Lovers of baked goods will
love our selection of breads,
bagels, cookies, brownies,
candy, and cheese cake.
Italian bread lovers rejoice
when they eat our genuine
Italian bread with Its crunchy
crust. Bagel lovers jump with
joy at our selection of six
varieties of bagels from New
York. Brownie fanciers
always lavor our lamous
brownies. Cheese cake people swoon at the delicious'
richness of our cheese cake.
Cookie monsters roar with
delight at the just the sight of
our cookie selection. Slop in
today for a true delicatessen
selection of fine baked
goods.

Gourmet Foods
At Spanky's you will find
shelves and shelves filled
with gourmet foods from
around the world. Anchovies,
kipper snacks, caviar, artichoke hearts
Mexican

lalepeno peppers, pickles,
treats from the Orient, olives,
pickled herring, and lots, lots
more, if you are looking for
the unusual, hard to find, exotic foods come to Spanky's
for an adventure in shopping
and dining.

atffc^

'New Horizon's Hair Salon

Welcome to All Students
New And Old

(Student Discounts 10%)
Hair Cuts - $7.00
Shampoo, Hair Cut, Style - $12.50
Perms - $30.00
Highlighting - $15.30

French colombards, burgundies, champagnes, chablis.
cabamets
ports, sherries ..whatever your taste m
wine come to Spanky's. We
take pride in the choice ol
wines tor you at Spanky's.

Bring This Coupon Worth $5.00 Off
(Except on $7.00 Haircut)
115 W. Water St.
1 Block Past Parking Deck

Delicatessen
Salads

Take home a homemado
saiad trom Spanky's. A great
deli has good homemade
salads made from quality ingredients for you Macaroni
saiad.potato salad. Italian
salad, shrimp salad, cole
slaw... all fresh, all ready for
you atSpanky's

JIFFY 66

Imported
Coffees and Teas
Flavorful coffees ground lo
order are also available at
Spanky's. Try a full bodied
Vienna Roast trom Spanky's.
or our Mocha Java blend. Tea
lovers will find their cups runneth over al Spanky's with
imported black teas, herb
teas, spice teas, and blends
to please lea lovers brewing
pleasures.

Catering
Spanky's can help you with
the delicious food necessary
lo make any social event a
success. Weddings, birthdays, business receptions,
any party is belter when
catered by Spanky's. Lei us
know your requirements. We
can help.

a dell great.

At Spanky's We Believe
It's Worth It.
HARRISONBURG.VA.
434-7*4/

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 10a.m.-5 p.m.. Sal. Closed III
Sept. I - Thea will be open 10 a.n. -2 p.m.

Wines

It takes a lot to make

to W. WATER ST.

Your items will be secured by The most up to date security
system. We at Harrisonburg Pawn Brokers are licensed by
the State ol Virginia, so it you have any questions about
pawning, (eel tree to cal during business hours.

IMS. JEFFERSON ST
LEXINGTON, VA
4*3-3334

{Sn&XHKiF

©

WELCOME BACK JMU STUDENTS
Coors 6 pk - reg. / light ..
Coors 12 pk - reg. / light..
Old Mill cans 6pk
Milwaukee's Best
Busch 6 pk cans
Bud6pk
Budl2pk
O'Keefe

.$2.49
.$4.89
$2.29
Sl.59
$2.29
$2.59
$4.99
$2.99

Molson

$3.29

LONGNECKS

Old Mill
Coors
Coors Light
Busch
Bud

$8.49 dcp.
$9.50 dcp.
$9.50 dep.
....$8.49dep.
$9.99 dep.

KEGS

SchaefTer
Bull
Strohs
Busch
Blue Ribbon
Micbdob
Coors
Bud
Old Mill
Miller

(Vi) $24.99
(14) $27.99
(W)$27.99
(H)$28.99
('/4)$15.99, (W)$27.95
.(Vi) $27.99,(1*) $41.99
(V4) $22.99, (14) $34.99
VA) $23.99, (to) $36.50
,
■W.ULIHAI^- ( /4)$17.95. <W)$27.99
(to) $20.95, (to) $35.95

GROCERIES

Milk 1 gal
Dr. Pepper cans
Cigarettes
Ruffle's Chips 71* oz. .'.

$1.99
$1.59
Reg. $6.70,100's $6.90
$1.09

SANDWICHES - FOUNTAIN SODAS • PARTY SUPPLIES
The Phillips 66 Across From Ho-Jo's

433-8559

V

IT'S
ALL
A
?A
"I

TODAY 9:30—5:30
FRIDAY 9:30-7:00

UN OALC! SATURDAY 9:00-5:00
MONDAY 10:00—2:00

EXTRA FREE WARRANTY YEAR!

We want to be your music dealer - period. So along with our
reduced prices on popular equipment, we'll give you an EXTRA
YEAR OF WARRANTY PROTECTION — FREE - on all of Ace's
home stereos!

ACE WELCOMES YAMAHA
We now have Yamaha's Pro Line of combo Keyboards, PA,
guitar amps, and power mixers. Below, you'll see just one of
these great Yamaha mixers, but ALL of our Yamaha equipment
is ON SALE for Labor Day!

•FREE PARKING »SAME DAY WARRANTY SERVICE
OUR POLICY

Should anything you buy from us become defective under the warranty terms, we will give you a free loaner while your unit is being
repaired if we can't fix it on the day you bring it in.

MUSIC 'N
ELECTRONICS

26 Pleasant Hill Rd.

434-4722
.

»
t
t
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<
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Athletic

to

p

* 50%off

AIIAlhlefcR)ot

Nike Men s Aihleuc Shoes

•2479. Blazer" Leather Hi, Assl'd
'5783. Penetratoi-.leather Hi.W/Nat
'5786,Sky Force",3/4 leather.w/Nat
*5825,Sky Force".3/4 leather,W/Bl
•5826, Penetrator.lo Leather.w/Nat
*5827,'Penetrator.Lo Leather.w/Nav
•5869. Legend". Lo Leather.w/Nat
'5701 .'Challenge Court'.Mesh.w/Bur
•5849. Challenge Court .Mesh, RWB
•5702,-Challenge Courf.Mesh, w/w
•5628. Meadow Supreme .Mesh.w/Nav
*5739.Meadow Supreme".Mesh,w/w
•5890,'Rlvalry-,Mesh. W/Royal
•5828, Delegate. Velcro/Leather,
»2462."Trophl . Nylon Running
•2467,'Oceanla". Nylon. Blue/White
•5722. Oceania , Nylon, Char/White
'5735, Electra". Nylon. Grey/wnue
•5077,Electra". Nylon. Grey/Navy
•5078. Skywalker",Leather.w/Silver
•5624, Bruin Leather . w/Natural
•5725. Equator", Nylon. Tan/Navy
•5870. Graphic Nylon, Black/WGrid
•5871, Graphic Nylon, Grey/WGrid
•2480,'Bruln Canvas Canvas, Asst d

Reg
43 98
36 98
4998
46 98
32 98
32 98
59 98
39 9£
3998
3998
34 98
34 98
43 98
39 98
36 98
26 98
26 98
24 98
24 98
39 98
39 98
66 98
2698
26 98
22 98

Sale
2197
3297
29 99
29 99
2497
24 97
2999
27 97
2797
27 97
24 97
2497
16 99
31 97
32 97
1699
16 99
14 99
14 99
29 97
2797
4997
21 97
21 97
14 99

Nike Women s Athletic Shoes
•2487. Lady Oceania .Nylon.w/Royal
•5781. Lady Oceania .Nylon.Grey/Pink
•574l,"Spirit".Nylon.W/Lilac
»5759.~Splnt.Nylon. w/White
'5075. Lady Reflex .Nylon .w/Lilac
*5076,"lady Ref lex.Nyton.W/Whtte
•5848,'Lady Irophi.Nylon.Silver/Teal
'5631. Racquette" .Leather Tennis.W/w
•5831, Recognition .Leather Tennis

2b 98
26 96
29 98
29 98
24 98
2496
36 98
3998
32 98

16 99
1699
23 97
23 97
1499
14 99
32 97
29 97
24 97

Adidas Kids Athletic Shoes
•5059, "Hot Shot ".Leather. RWB

29 98

1697

FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!

Nike Youth Athletic Shoes
•5829. Jammer ,leather,W/Silver
•5842."Jammer .Leather.w/Royal
•2419, Burt Bruin'.Leather.Asst 0
"5843, Dyno ".Velcro. W/Pink
•5844. Dyno, Velcro. Silver
•5067,"Dyno".Velcro. Navy/W
•5853. Challenge Kid'.Mesh.RWB
'5854. Challenge Kid".Mesh,w/Burg
•2403, Curt Canvas .Court, Asstd
•5720. Scout .Nylon. Burg/Silver
•5845, Scouf.Nylon. Blue/Silver
'5846, Scout .Nylon. White/Lilac
Puma Men s Athletic Shoes
'5766, Intimidator,Leather.W/Navy
•5767. intimidator .Leather.w/Nat
•5768, Pumalo J ,Suede, Navy/White
•5769, Pumalo TJ .Suede, Grey/Navy
•5895, Pumalo TW".Suede. Char/Nat
•5896, Pumalo RW Suede, Burg /White
'5023, Pumalo U".Suede, Red/White
'5019, Rapid". Leather Cleat, White
•5020 Rapid , Leather Cleat. Black

Sale
1699
16 99
16 99
17 97
17 97
17 97
2197
21 97
9 99
14 97
1497
1497

39 98
39 98
4198
4198
41 98
41 98
41 98
32 98
32 98

24 97
2497
3297
32 97
3297
32 97
3297
16 97
1697

?9 98
29 98

17 97
17 97

Puma Youth Athletic Shots

•5021, Wicked Leather, w/Black
•5022. Wicked, Leather. w/Blue
Adidas
•5705,
•5862.
•2388,
•5044
•5058.
•5097.
•5060,

Men s Athletic Shots
Boston .Nylon. Grey/Navy
Newport".!ennis Mesh. W/Grey
Champ Tennis Canvas. W/Navy
Classic .leather Lo, White
Enforcer .Mesh/Leather 3/4
Campus Suede Suede, Grey
IRX Irainer", Running, Blue

Adidas Ladies Athletic Shoes
•5859. Harmony . Nylon, Pink
'5860. Princess". Canvas Tennis, w/Gr
•5708, Malibu .Nylon, W/Silver
/S867. Bree/e ll'.Nylon. W/Turquoise
'5764. Contessa .leather, w/White

Panthers painters cap with purchase of any pelr athletic
shoes (with student ID)
Quantities and sizes limited.

Reg
29 98
29 98
29 98
22 98
22 98
22 98
26 98
26 98
1998
19 98
1998
1998

34 98
27 98
32 98
38 96
28 98
41 98
3798
» 26 98
29 98
29 98
24 98
39 98

Converse Men s Athletic Shoes
'147b, All Star", Hi lop. While
•1477. All Star , Hi Top. Black
•1485, All Star", Lo Top. Grey
•I486, All Star". Hi Top, Grey
•1487. All Star ,io Top. White
•1488, All Star. Hi Top. Navy
•1489. All Star", LO Top. Black
'1490. All Star". Lo Top, Navy
'5817, All Star", HI Top. Mult i-Color
•5818. All Star, LOT op, Camo
•5819. All Star .HiTop.Camo
•5007."All Star .Hi Top, Red
•5029. All Star , Hi lop, Orange
•5030. All Star", Hi lop. Purple
•5865. Dr j Persuader . Leather,w/Nat
•5866, Or J Persuader Leather,wTHav
"5032, Dr J Persuader ,Hi Leather.Nat
■5031."Prelude", leather, 3/4. W/Nat
■5699, Jimmy Conners , Leather,White
■5833. Starfire . Nylon, Royal
"5080, Star Tech .Leather Hi,
"5081, Star Tech . leather Mid,
•5082, Starion", Leather Mid.
•5083. Starion , Leather HI.

18 98
IB 98
16 98
18 98
1898
1898
1898
18 98
18 98
18 98
1898
18 98
1898
18 98
32 98
32 98
36 98
44 98
36 98
24 98
52 98
49 98
51 98
54 98

12 99
12 99
12 99
12 99
12 99
12 99
12 99
12 99
12 99
12 99
12 99
12 99
12 99
12 99
21 99
2199
29 97
3997
2997
1397
39 97
39 97
39 97
39 97

Converse Ladies Athletic Shoes
•5832,'Starf ire . Nylon. Silver
•5778.AII Star'. Hi Top. Pink
'5780, All Star". Hi Top. lavender«

24 98
18 98
1898

13 97
12 99
12 99

2298
22 98

1397
13 97

5598
51 96
49 98

3997
39 97
39 97

2197
24 97
26 97
Converse Youth Athletic Shoes
25 97
2497 •5042. Valiant .Girls. I ilac/White
•5043. Valiant , Boys , Burg/White
32 97
16 97 New Balance Men s Athletic Shoes
•5079. 640 . leather Mid Top.White
23 97 •5872, CT 550 , Leather lo.White
26 97 •5089, 480 . Leather Hi.White
22 97
16 97
31 97

New Balance Youth Athletic Shoes
•5052, Boys Velcro, Nylon.
•5053, Girls Velcro, Nylon

A&N Stores
150 S. Main St.
Downtown Harrlsonburg

wkilVa

■»•» nqi l>«

op«n dally I*-O:JO
Friday 9-9

23 98
23 98

17 97
17 97

Sports
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Bitter memories
no longer linger
By Scott Tdley
sports editor

Staff photo by STEPHEN JAFFE

Head coach Challlce McMlllln has compiled a 61-51-1 record In his
12 years at JMU.

Minutes after the JMU football
team was devastated 32-0 by the
University of Richmond in
November, a dejected head coach
Challicc McMillin stood outside the
locker room, shook his head and
said the Dukes had hit a "low
point."
And JMU had.
The Dukes, who jumped to an early 3-1 record in the 1983 campaign,
had just lost their fifth straight
game, a skid, which by the end of the
season reached seven.
At the much-awaited end of the
season JMU had a 3-8 record to live
with for the next nine months and
the question was asked, "What happened to the Dukes?"
A legitimate question.
JMU entered the '83 season after
the Dukes most successful season at
the Div. I-AA level. JMU finished
the '82 season at 8-3, a year which
saw the Dukes in the top twenty of
the Div. I-AA polls for seven
straight weeks. JMU reached
number nine in the polls and entered
the '83 season ranked eighth in the
nation.

The Dukes had the talent, but they
couldn't stay healthy. It became
almost monotonous, as JMU's injury list grew week after week.
True, 1983 was a disappointment
for McMillin, but to the 13th-year
coach '83 is in the past.
"I felt we did have a very good
ball team (in 1983)," McMillin said.
"But last year's gone, I can't do
anything about it. 1984 is the only
thing I can do anything about."
As the Dukes kick off their season
against Richmond at Madison
Stadium at 1:30 Saturday, some of
1983's bitter memories may be
alleviated.
Last year's loss to Richmond
reflected JMU's frustrations.
It was the only time in '83 that the
Dukes were held scoreless and JMU
set season lows in passing yards (64),
completions (10), first downs allowed (32), total yards allowed (517),
pass completions allowed (20) and
fumbles lost (3).
But like the season as a whole, the
Richmond game is something
McMillin chooses not to think
about.

-

See MEMORIES page 20 ►

Defense may steal the show in 1984
By Kerry Coffelt
assistant sports editor

If you talk defense with the coaches and players
of the 1984 edition of the JMU football team, the
one prevailing attitude is confidence.
Much of that optimism results from the fact that
the defensive unit is returning nine starters from
last year's squad, headed by preseason AllAmerica Charles Haley, defensive tackle Mike
Setzer, and defensive back Pete Smith.
With that experience and confidence, the
outlook for a turnaround defensively from last
season's dismal 3-8 campaign appears positive.
"We feel good about the experience we have
coming back," said inside linebacker coach Steve
Wilt. "We have people that have been in battle."
"The defense is going to be strong," said head
coach Challice McMillin. "We're very aggresive
on defense."
The defense, nicknamed the "Mad Pack" by the
coaches, is hoping to improve on the 1983 season,
which saw the unit give up an average of 370 yards
and 24 points a game.
A lot of that "Pack" strength should come from
Haley. The Gladys, Va. native was moved from
outside linebacker to his current inside linebacker
positon midway through last year. The move was
due to injuries in the linebacking chore. Haley
responded with a team-high 143 tackles.
"Charles can do a lot of things because of his

abilities," said Wilt. "He's an exceptional football
player."
The 6-fooot-4 inch, 230-pound Haley has been a
starter since he came to the university and he
believes this year's defense is the best he has seen at
JMU.
"Defensively we're ready," Haley said. "I don't
think anybody can control us. If we play our game
we're gonna have a good one (season)."
Joining Haley at inside linebacker will be senior
Brian Wisniewski, one of the few new starters on
the defense. Another new face will be 6-foot-7
inch, 225-pound junior, Lincoln Wood, who will
start at the right outside linebacker position.
On the other side will be returning starter Anthony Evans, a 6-foot-2 inch, 210-pound junior.
In front of the linebackers is expected to be a
solid defensive line anchored by Setser.
The 6-foot-2 inch, 241-pound senior from Clintwood, Va. led the team in quarterback sacks last
season with nine. Almost as important as his ability is his leadership qualities.
"Mike's always been a leader by example," said
defensive line coach George Nipe. "He's a guy that
gives 100 percent. He's very tough mentally."
Setser, one of four team captains, feels the
defensive line is prepared going into the season
opener against Richmond.
See DEFENSE page 20 ►

Staff photo by STEPHEN JAFFE
Pveeeaaon All-America Charles Haley led the
Dukes In tackles laet year.
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1982's top trio returns

'Family' forms backbone of offense
University of Virginia, an offensive lineman fell on
Roddy's ankle and the quarterback's season was
ended.
Neither Jon Roddy, Brian Coe nor Warren MarBut that was '83 and the Dukes now have the
shall are related, but to Coe they're "family."
services of all three for '84 and that could please no
Roddy is JMU's senior quarterback, anchoring one better than Coe.
the Dukes' split-backfield offense which includes
"Me, Roddy and 'Shades' (Marshall) are like a
the running tandem of Coe and Marshall.
family," Coe said. "The rest (of the quarterbacks
The trio was an intregal part of JMU's explosive and running backs) are like cousins — we know
offense in 1982, which helped the Dukes to an 8-3 them but we don't know what they are going to do
record and seven straight weeks in the top 20 Div. all the time. Warren and I run alike and Roddy
I-AA polls.
knows our style, so it makes us one unit."
In '82, Roddy took over the starting role after
Backfield coach Jimmy Prince believes that with
JMU's second game of the season and finished the this trio in the game people had better watch out.
year with 1,319 passing yards and 10 touchdowns.
"Three people with that type of talent —
Marshall led the Dukes' ground attack with 691 together — things are bound to happen," Prince
yards and eight touchdowns. Coe was not far said. "People might stop us for two plays, but give
behind, as he tallied 615 yards, averaging sue yards Warren a seam or hesitate on Jon, and we can
a carry. He also scored four touchdowns.
score from anywhere."
Things looked rosy for '83 as all three plus AilThe answer to who will replace Gary Clark and
American receiver Gary Clark returned. But Mur- be on the receiving end of Roddy's passes is in
phy's law went into affect — everything that could junior Dan Robertson. At the other flank will be
go wrong went wrong.
another junior, Rick Rice.
The first game of the '83 season may have been
"Dan Robertson is and is going to be a good
some foreshadowing of the Dukes' frustrations receiver," Receiver coach Joe Carico said. "He
ahead.
concentrates, has the ability to catch the pass and
On Marshall's first carry of the season and of he can fly. He's ready to play now."
the game, the 6-foot-l inch, 205-pounder plunged
Giving Roddy the time to connect with Robertfor two yards, but emerged from the pile with a son is an offensive line, which line coach Tom
broken collarbone. He was sidelined for the re- Danna said are seasoned veterans with great
mainder of the season. Coe was on his own.
technique.
The former defensive back responded with 677
The returning starters are both seniors in center
yards during the '83 campaign to lead all JMU Greg Smith and guard Chris Robertson. Other
Staff photo by STEPHEN JAFFE
rushers.
1982's
leading
passar
Jon Roddy waa sidelinreturnees who will be starting are tackles Dario
Just as fans realized that 1983 would not feature Savarese, a senior, and junior Adam Burket. The ed last season, but returns this year as JMU's
the Coe-Marshall tandem, fate struck Roddy.
other guard will be junior Kenny Dalton and roun- top quarterback.
In the second game of the year against the ding out the line is senior tight end Ben Edwards.
By Scott Tolley

sports editor

Memories
*• (Continued from page 19)

And opening the season against
the Spiders has not changed the
Dukes intensity in their final week of
preseason. McMillin believes the
revenge factor can only be detrimental to his ball club.
"If these guys are thinking about
the excitement of Saturday they're
not going to be concentrating and
that won't get the job done Saturday," McMillin said. "It's not that
the kids aren't intense (in practice)
— you'll see a lot of concentration
and working. Saturday's when the
excitement is there — and the excitement is there."
Because the Spiders entered the
game at
and JMU yielded 317
yards and 32 first downs, the defensive unit should want revenge more
than anyone. But like McMillin,
there is no bitter-sweet taste of
retaliation in defensive line coach
George Knipe's mouth. Last year's
game is not something he uses to fire
up his players.
"We try to motivate them from
within not with something outside,"
Knipe said. "I'm sure they're aware
of the score, especially the one's who
were here last year.
"It (1983) is in the past. We learned some things, but you can't go
back and score a single point."
The players also view the Richmond game as just another game.
Inside linebacker Charles Haley, a

— Defense

pre-season All-America, saw the
*• (Continued from page 19)
Spider offense line up over the ball a
season high 98 times. The third-year
"Experience is the biggest part of
starter said although there may be a
playing
defense and we've got a lot
"little more" intensity in these last
few days of preseason, this week is
?***°Ple back'" said Setser.
•We're gonna be good.
no different then any other openinggame week.
"We've been doing push ups in
"Everybody's up for it," Haley
snow and sit ups in ice getting
said. "But we're trying to treat it like
ready," Setser said in reference to
any other game — take it as it
last spring's practices. "We look
comes. The defense stayed on the
good going into the first game."
field most of the game, but that
won't be the problem this year."
There is a question mark as to the
And Haley may have reason to
other starting assignments on the
feel confident.
defensive line.
His defensive unit returns nine
Opposite Setser on the right side
starters, including Pete Smith, who
wUl be either last year's starter senior
was second behind Haley's teamGreg Dyer or junior Scott Baxter.
leading 143 tackles, with 128. The
The nose guard slot will go to
line will see the return of senior capeither
Chuck Taylor or last season's
tain, Mike Setser, the team leader in
starter Brian Fink, both are seniors.
quarterback sacks with nine.
So defense, which was considered
Regardless of who starts, Nipe is
the question mark of last year's
very pleased and confident with the
line.
squad, may be 1984's stronghold.
But in no way does that mean the
offense will be slouches.
"We feel real good about the
The Dukes return senior quarterdepth on the defensive line," said
back Jon Roddy, as well as 1983's
Nipe. "We're looking for a good
year."
leading rusher Brian Coe and 1982's
leading rusher Warren Marshall.
Rounding out the "Mad Pack" is
One of JMU's key 45 returning
the
secondary led by senior free safelettermen is senior All-State punter
ty Pete Smith.
and place-kicker Mickey Stinnett.
"We have got a lot of young men
The 6-foot-l inch, 181-pound
who want to play and have the
Smith was second on the team in
potential to be competitive in every
tackles last year with 128. He also
ball game," McMillin said.
contributed three interceptions

'Because of his experience, he is a
very heady ball player," said defensive back coach Joe Steadman.
"He's a leader back there."
Senior Bill Brightwdl will be back
starting at strong safety again.
Brightwell is a three-year letterman.
The cornerbacks this year will be
Mike Jones on the left side and Marcus Adldns on the right side.
. **** « another returning starter.
Adlcins, on the other hand, is the only new face on this year's defensive
umt, as he sat out '83 after transferring from Wake Forest.
The 6-foot, 185-pound junior impressed Steadman enough to earn
"»e position over last year's starter
Tony Thomas.

8 ! Bke
hZVfJP*
"° much about
mm (Adkins) is his intensity,"
said
Steadman. "He is very intense and
very physical."
Steadman feds that the secondary
has definitely improved over last
year when the unit gave up 200 yards
■ game passing.
iM*^e leaH!ed from 0ur mistakes
Jjrt year. We feel confident." he
The secondary as well as the rest
of the "Mad Pack" defense will test
its ability and confidence right away
against the Spiders, who scored 32
points against the defense in last
year's game.
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Decision
Former JMU standout content in USFL
Scott Tolley
>rta editor

Choosing between the NFL's winingest team for the last two years —
lie Washington Redskins — and one
[of the USFL's lesser teams — the
[Jacksonville Bulls — may seem to be
[an easy choice for some.
It was for Gary Clark — he chose
[to stay south.
The former standout at James
[Madison University finished his first
season of pro football three weeks
| ago with the Bulls.
Jacksonville, one of the league's
expansion franchises this season,
ended its first year in last place in the
southern division of the Eastern
Conference. Their 6-12 record tied
the Oklahoma Outlaws for the
fourth worst record in the league.
But individually, Clark had a
good season. The 5-foot-11 wide
receiver, who runs a 4.4 40-yard
dash, finished the season as Jacksonville's team leader in receptions and
yardage, pulling in 56 catches for
760 yards and two touchdowns.
That was enough to impress the
Redskins, which made him its second choice in the NFL's supplemental draft of first-year USFL

"players. The supplemental draft
allows the NFL to draft players
-whose college class graduated this
spring and are presently under contact with a USFL team.
Clark was the Bulls' first pick in
the USFL draft and the. sixth pick
overall. J
Being drafted by the Redskins in
the midst of his first professional
season left the 22-year-old Pulaski
County High School graduate with a
decision. Should he play out his
three-year contract with Jacksonville
or try to break it and sign with
Washington? Clark didn't have to
think about it very long.
"I'm happy with Jacksonville,"
Clark said in a recent telephone interview from his home in Dublin.
"I'm a starter with Jacksonville and
I have two more years on my contract with Jacksonville.
"I'm glad I did get drafted by the
'Skins in the second round, but as
long as I'm happy with Jacksonville,
I'll play there. When I was little I
wanted to play in the NFL. Every little kid wanted to go to the NFL. But
when I did get out of school, I was
happy to see another league there. It
offers more college players a chance
to play pro football."

Gary Clark, now with the USFL's Jacksonville Bulls, set almost
every JMU receiving and returning record.
(Photo courtesy of JMU"s Sports Information)
But when Clark's contract expires decision to stay with the Bulls is the
in 1986, will he change his tune and role he plays with the team.
go NFL? He doesn't think so.
When Clark finished his last
"Hopefully we (Jacksonville and season at JMU, where he holds every
Clark) will be able to work punt return and kickoff return
something out," Clark said, "But record and is the Dukes' all-time
there's always that possibility. I real- leading receiver, he talked to
ly don't see that happening — Jacksonville and Washington about
Jacksonville will keep me happy."
One motivating factor in Clark's See CLARK page 22 ►
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Welcome Back Students!

Joyce, A cTrali ±$e.n

• Wa*W ■••■■ »?., MSOTWCMBVfW

Op— IW^mmttttu W%Mi If•pm.
OrMMfcllA.N.tofcMIMI.

22 E. Market St.
Room 304

Ladles'Fashions at the Body Shop
Santa Cruz, Gunne Sax, Lee, Chic, Cherokee, Organically
Grown...

Perms $25.00
Haircut only $4.50
~

and many others bringing you tomorrow's fashions today at the
BODY SHOP.
Store hours:

10-5:30 daily
10-9 p^ay
10-5 Saturday

Phone 433-3304
Hours: Tues-Fri 9-6 and Sat 9-4

Mastercharge, Visa, Choice
Layaways

welcome back

JMU 6+uden+s

TROPICAL
0UR_ USUAL

Joyce Pack formerly with The Man and Woman

wifr>

Back to School Specials good
September 1 thru September 30

oar

PLANT SALE
HiaH

QUALITY H0USE.PLANTS

*r LOW, LOW PRICES
BEAUTIFUL, HEALTHY PLANTS FOR DORMS fy APARTMENTS.
We have an expert staff +o answer your houseplanf siues-rions See us -foo for corsages, roses £ o+ber flowers <$> balloon bouquefs We send flowers by wire, - rTF.D.., Teleflora, <£ AT7. S. wire, services.)

<&awu6(mJbwig §<wdwG$sntvL - zo&sr s. MAIN - msm DTMis-ks
6 AT VALLEY MALL -iU QA2 C BO *-^-/g06
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Clark
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►• (Continued from page 21)
the role he would play in their
respective organizations. The Redskins had expressed interest in Clark
for its regular draft of college
players.
"After college, when I talked to
the Redskins, they wanted me as a
punt returner," said Clark, who in
1983 was second in Division 1-AA in
punt returns at JMU, averaging 10.4
yards a return. "Jacksonville wanted
me as a receiver and a punt
returner."
But Washington general manager
Bobby Beathard said the Redskins
had Clark in its plans for more than
just returning punts.
"We see a lot more than that in
him," Beathard said. "When we
drafted him we thought of all the
things he could do. His versatility is
a plus for him and us."
But Clark realized that because
the Bulls are a good new team in the
fledgling league, he had a good
chance of walking right into a starting position. So he and Jacksonville
were able to come to terms.
"The negotiations came through
and I was ready to play football,"
Clark said. "It (Jacksonville) was a
young team and I knew I could play
right off. I like making the money
and playing too.
"If I went to the Redskins, it
would be a long time before I could
play. They have a good group of
guys there."
Even though the opportunity for
playing time is greater for dark in
the USFL than the NFL, he pointed
out that the talent differential between the two leagues isn't that large.
"It (the USFL) is very competitive," dark said. "The competition level is great, a whole lot greater
than in college. Guys take harder
shots. There are a lot of NFL
veterans playing.
"The USFL, the NFL — I look at
them as the same thing."
In addition to leading the Bulls in
receptions, Clark was the team
leader in punt returns, with 20
returns for an average of 4.2 yards
per return. Clark also helped with
the kick-off return duties, averaging
18.4 yards on 20 returns.
Clark said he thinks he could post
similar numbers in the other league.
"I fed like I'm a pretty good
receiver," Clark said. "I think I
could be competitive in the NFL. I
think I could be competitive in any
league. It's a matter of believing in
your own abilities. I have great belief
in my abilities — if I didn't I
wouldn't be playing pro football."
Beathard believes in Clark, too.
"We think he's a darn good
receiver," Beathard said. "We'd like
to have him here when the time
comes."
"He's made a name for himself
there (USFL) and he's an excellent
athlete. You're always interested in
good football players — you can't
have enough of them."
Reprinted with permission of The
Lynehburg News and Daily Advance.
HWl»-

Need a job?
The Breeze might have one for you:
Artists
Paste-up people
Ads designers
Driver to deliver the paper

For information,
call 6127
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THE BOARD OF VISITORS
OF
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY ...
. . Invites undergraduates to apply for the
position of Student Member of the Board of Visitors.
Minimum Qualifications:
- Sixty credit hours earned at James Madison University.
- A 3.00 cumulative grade point average.
- Currently registered for at least twelve semester hours.
- Significant involvment in campus activities.
Interested students may obtain an
application in the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs (Alumnae Hall, Room 107). Applications
should be returned in person by the
deadline, 5 p. m., September 14.

__

PUT US TO THE TEST!
LSAT - GMAT • GRE
MCATDAT
GRE PSYCH GRE BIO
MAT - PCAT • OCAT
VAT•TOEFL ■ SSAT
PSATSAT
ACHIEVEMENTS-ACT

ommuter
Students

NAII0NAL MED BOARDS
MSKP • FMGEMS
FLEX NOB NPB
NCBNCLEXRN
CGFNS CPA
SPEED READING
ESL INTENSIVE REVIEW
INTRODUCTION 10
IAWSCH00I

n't get
left out.
If you have not yet been able to provide the
University with your local address and phone
number, be sure to fill out a card by September
6, available at the information desk in the Warren Campus Center and the Commuter Student
Office.

CALL DAYS. EVEf*NGS
^WEEKENDS:
Permanent center
located at
1028 Arlington Blvd
EDUCATIONAL
Suite 200
CENTER
rear we***™* wecuusrs s*« was Chariot tea vl I lo, VA
MM. KM Sue Sur*»H Kj|»nEduoMMCeme.IIP

Fall 1964 classes

now forming
079-3001

• Permanent Centers open days,
evenings, wtetaeet.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE'
facilities.
• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, hill-time ttafl.
• Homesiudy materials constant!*
updated by Research Experts.
• Low Hourly Cost.
• Transfer privilioes to owr
M locations

KflPWN

STUDENT
LAMP

KOH-I-NOR 7-PEN
TECHNICAL PEN SET
(For the Price of a 4-Pen Set)

$17.95

Reg. $78.50

31" x42"
Hollow Core, Metal Edge

I

DRAWING BOARD

\

$48.95

ASK ABOUT OUR
STUDENT DISCOUNT
CREDIT PLAN!

Reg. 45.95

103 South Main St.
9:30 • 5:30 Mon. - Sat.
Until 6 on Friday

5

25% Off ^ $34. °

We Will Be Closed Labor Day
.......

.,,.►...

*

■?■
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A flashlight is always good to have In
emergencies and this one is great. Lamp,
signal wand, torch and blinker to help in
any situation. Reg. S10. Batteries Included!
Holiday Fairs jet bag is perfect lor carrying books back and forth from class
and for trips home. Nylon with
removeeble shoulder strap and side
pocket in assorted colors. Reg. S10.

Plastic Din netware
99$ tO $5.89
$1.50 to $8.45 values. Assorted bright plates, mugs,
soup bowls, Iced teas, beverages, vegetable bowls
and platters.
G.E.Iron
$15.99
$19.99 value. "Light & Easy" steam and dry Iron.
Regal Hot Pot
$13.99
$17.50 value. Five-cup hot pot Is Ideal for coffee, tea,
soups, sauces and stews.
Clip-on Desk Light
$7.99 tO $17.99
$12 to $20 values. Assorted styles and solid colors.

Bedspreads
$6.99 tO $13.99
$11 to $20 values. Slightly Irregular, assorted solid ribcord bunk, twin and full size bedspreads.
Towel Ensembles
$1.99 tO $5.99
$2.50 to $8 values. Assorted solid colors. Very thick
and soft. Bath, hand and wash towels.
Storage Trunks
$21.99 tO $47.99
$27.50 to $60 values. Assorted sizes and styles of
woodgraln or black trunks. Some contain trays.

Bedrests
$9.99 tO $19.99
$12 to $25 values. Solid, corduroy or decorator-print,
chintz bedrests.

Electronic Alarm Clocks $11.99 tO $25.99
$17 to $32 values. Snooze alarm clocks, or his and her
alarms with battery reserve. One model features high
Intensity lamp.

Travel Roll Bags
$5.99
$10 value. Strong nylon bags In assorted colors.

Multi-use Flashlight ....

Carpet Remnants
$1.99 tO $9.99
$3 to $14 values. Solids and variegated colors In
assorted sizes.

piiiowa

$1.99

$4 values. 12" square, decorator-print pillows with
knife edge.
.

Mattress Pads
$11.99 tO $19.99
$16 to $28 values. Slightly irregular In twin, full or
queen sizes.
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$
- o to $w.oo
$20 to $58 values. Assorted styles, sizes and colors.
Leggett of Valley Ma//.

Phone 434.4477

Us. your Ug99A%TA%'T^°A
"f
y«, nndsierLard, VISA or
American Express.
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For Sale
Dateun 200SX - Red, sporty. All the extras. Must sell. Best offer. 434-9408 after
9 p.m.

by Berke Breathed

MR. JKKS0N, SO ICAU6HT
m FIRST pum OUT KRe.
IM, UH, WILBUR, YOUR
ACCCWUtNT.MMeMKRf

AHmY..lKHOUyWHAP
YOUR HUm SET ON

NO. W6YV1AKC49O0'MILLION,

mifmpiHwmdfiHKe
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Mm men m OFFBR
Of ibtl MILLION
NO GO.

Housing Contract — contact Donna at
433-5617.

FROM YOUR ZURICH ACCOUNTS,

NO bOf

m ewmflN ecoNOMY
MULP COCLflPSe. BUT rve
bOTANOWR PPOPeRTY LIHCP
MMTTHIS-,
mPYl.
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Loft — double, "Village-type1 stained.
$75. Call 434-7965 after 5 pm.
Oarage Sale 10 Hlllcrest Drive (behind
Greek Row). Church benches, dishes, appliances, bicycle, cameras, games (pool
table), bed spreads, some clothing. 8:00
a.m. — 1:00 p.m.
^
VW Rabbit — 1977, very clean, runs excellent. $1400. Phone 433-8831 evenings,
x6863 days.
Le Car- 1976, excellent mileage, $900 or
offer. Phone 433-8831 evenings, x6B63
days.
Housing Contract — male full-time. Call
Scott Wilson at 433-8213 evenings.
A vintage worker — '68 VW Bug with
310,000 miles. It runs well, looks
passable. Priced to sell. It's paid for Itself
already. Call 289-9271 or 434-0607. Ask
for Bill Llddle.
Pregnant? — Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright 434-0003.

Help Wanted
Spanky's Part-time, 10-20 hours per
week. Flexible hours. Typing and accounting background, also data entry experience preferred. Mall resume to
5?*.2&S' ¥ W- Wal6f st Harrlsonburg,
VA 22801. Attention: Rick.
Female bartender Apply at Car's between 2-4 pm.
Appllcatlona are now being accepted for
the paid position of SGA Office Assistant. Duties Include typing, filing, etc.
Come by the SGA office for further Information and an application. Deadline Is
September 5.

1

Personals
la It true you can buy jeepa for $44
through the US goverment? Get the facts
today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext. 5090.
Government Jobs- $16,559 $50,553/year.
Now Hiring. Your Area. Call
1-806-667-6000 ext. R-SS26.
Anyone Interested In joining the Prelegal
Society please contact Jay Leftwlch.
x4246 or PO Box 2612.

For Rent
UnhrereHy Court — very nice townhouse.
DrW and washer/dryer, pool. 433-3365.
$138 month.

All seats win be reserved. Students will receive their
own reserved tickets at no charge by presenting their
I.D. at the Athletic Ticket Office In the Convocation
Canter during the week of Oct. 22-26
At that time, students may buy tickets for seats next
to their own at $7 per ticket Parent* may also pay for
their tickets through the msli by uelng a form they will
receive, but the ticket* must be picked up by the student In order to have ssata together.

An
Me In The
art provided ImM a
eervloe to roeders. Events requiring an exchange of
money will not be published In the amouncementa
•action Entertainment notice* may be tent to the
feature* editor for th* Inaide Art* and People aectton.
Pereonal announcement* may be eant to The Breeze
bualneee office for the Peraonala (action.
DeadHnee (or innounoementa are noon Friday for
Mondays leau* and noon Tueeday tor Thureday'e
laeue. Mailing addreea la The Breeze, communication
art* department, Jam** Madlaon umveralty, Harrleonburg VA 22907 The Breeze office It In the beaement of
Anthony-flooger Hall at Grace and South Main atraeta.
Fona for announcement* la WHO la doing WHAT.
WHEN and WHERE. Itema will be edited for brevity.
Name and telephone number should be Included.

General
Student Football Tickets — stadium eectiona
3-7 have been reserved for full-time JMU *tudenla for
home football games.
Students will b* required to preeent a valid ID. to the
ticket taker* to geln admission to ths stadium.
Seating will be on "flrat-come, firat serve" basis.
Special seating srrangements will spply to the
Parents' Dey game on Oct. 27 against Esst Tenn. State
Unlverelty so thst JMU students may sit with their
perents.
--—

Alpha Epslloo RhO — the National Broad
caetlng Society, will be held In Room A, WCC, Sept 5
et 6 p.m.

Events
English Proficiency Teat — A prerequwte for
Newt Writing, News Editing, and Public Information
Writing IComm 281,282, snd2S3), will be offered at
these times: Friday, Aug. 31, 3 p.m., Tueeday, Sept. 4,
3.06 p.m., Thuraday, Sept 6, 3:05 p.m. In AS 11.
Student* enrolled In Comm 281, 262. or 283 need to
take end peea thle teel In order to remain In the claaa.
Students thinking of taking Comm 281, 262, or 283 In
ma aprtng are welcome to take the teat now.

tofrtgeratora no deposit, free delivery.

Announcements

Meetings

CP*P — Workshops: Resume Writing: Aug. 30 from
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.; Aug. 31 from 8 a.m. to 10 *.m.;
Sept. 3 from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Senior Orientation to CP8P - Tuesday, Sept. 4 from 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. In Qrafton-Stovall.
Seniors must be registered with the CP&P office
before signing for the following Interviews during ths
week of Sept. 10-14: Arthur Andersen. Beers & Cutler,
Defense Intelligence Agency, First Investors, J.C. Penney, Upton, McOledrey. Henrlckson i. Pullen, Noxell
Corp., Peet. Merwlck a Mitchell. Wallace Computer
Service*, Wetklne Meegen & Drury. Reaumes and personal data sheete will be required at the time of signing.
Business Seminar - Oct. 11,12. Sponsored by ths
Xerox Corp. Application deadline Is Sept. 19 Contact
CP»P for further Information.
Resumes wl* be reviewed on s welk-ln basis on
Thursday mornings from t a.m. until 11:30 a.m
Assumes should be typed.
EaCOCt Service) -A Alpha Chi Rho will offer s
sscort service Sunday trough Thursday, 8 p.m. to 12
p.m. Phone xS109.
Dance program — The James Madison Unlvsrslty dance program will present Dances by Kete Trammel and Cynthia Thomp*on" at 8 p.m. Aug. 31 and
Sept. 1 In the Latlmer-Shaefer Theatre of JMU'* Duke
Fine Arts Center.
At thst time, students msy buy tlckete tor seats next
to their own at $7 psr ticket. Parents mey slso pey lor
their tickets through Ihe msll by using e form they will
receive, but the tickets must be picked up by the student In order to heva seeta together.

Auditions lor ''Crimes of the Heart" will be hetd on Aug. 30 a 31 at 7 p.m. In Anthony
Seeger, room 12. There are three female and three
male roles. Scripts are available from the theatre
secretary at the Wempler trailer. Students will need to
prepare en audition piece from the script and a threeminute audition place of the their choice.
Week»y Foundation — Aug. si, s p.m. Drop-in
al Wesley. Sept. 1, 445 p.m.. Picnic at Hlllandale Park
after the JMU football game. Call 434-3490 for reeervsHone. Sept. 2.11fl0 «.m.. Worship services st Asbury
UMC 12 pm., reception Immediately following eervlcee.
Sept. 3, 7 p.m., "Taking the Bible
Seriously"-Brooke Wilson. Sept. 4, 530 pm, Dinner
and Discussion.

Biology Seminar — "Wildfire Suppression
Semlner" presented by the U.S. Forest Service. Sept
10 through Oct. 3, Monday and Wednesdays from 8:50
p.m until 8:50 p.m. In Burrusa 14. Students must attend
thle course and paaa the phyalcal taet to participate In
forest fire suppression actltrltlee on the George
Weehlngton National Foreat. For additional Information call 588*225
Minerals ExIMt — Selection* from the JMU
Mineral Collection are on display at Carrier Library, second floor through Sept. 7.
PhySrCS Seminar — Dr. Uwrence V. Hmurclk of
the Unlverelty of Bridgeport, Connecticut will speak on
"Solid Stste Device Physics In the Chemlcel Industry."
Sept. 3 et 4:30 p.m. In Miller Hell, room 109.

Services
Pig Reset IM- Book eartv(703)62tV4|602.
Pregnant?- Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy teat. Birthright. 434-0003.

HELP!
The Breeze has openings for writers,
production people, and a driver. If interested, contact Constance Walker
at x6127.

^^m
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Viewpoint
Now Testing
"The test of a First-rate intelligence
is the ability to hold two opposing
ideas in the mind at the same time,
and still retain the ability to function."
F. Scott Fitzgerald
Such is the goal of a good
newspaper.
The ethical responsibilities stemming from the sheer scope of the
media's power to sway public opinion demands nothing less than firstrate accuracy and impartiality.
Reporters must see an event, not only through their own eyes, but also
through the eyes of those who make
the news.
Still, bias and inaccuracies seep into the news.
The quality of news reporting and
editorializing is tempered by human
factors that affect everyone. Consequently, errors and misjudgments
prohibit newspapers from functioning properly and lead to public
criticism.
This is natural and good.
In previous years, The Breeze has
received more than its share of
criticism as well as awards. Who can
forget the criticism reaped upon The
Breeze coverage in 1982 during the
great "Eagle Hall Crab Scare"?
Last year, The Breeze's student
government endorsement policy,
and especially Policefile, were attacked sharply during 1984's Speak
Out as well as on the The Breeze's
own letters page.
And too often, campus groups

have felt Breeze news coverage and
editorial policy to be excessively
negative or incomplete.
When Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE)
fraternity left campus, many Greeks
felt The Breeze's coverage excessive
and one-sided, providing unneeded
publicity. When funding proposals
for new Greek housing were
presented, The Breeze editorialized
against them arguing that too much
of a financial burden was being placed on the non-Greek student. Greeks
have argued The Breeze gives too little coverage to the good services provided by the Greek system.
In short, justified or not, The
Breeze has gained the reputation of
being "anti-Greek".
Much has been said regarding
these events. Much has been written.
It is fair to conclude that there are
both good news stories and bad news
stories. There are both admirable
and sad Greek events. The SGA performs, at times, both well and poorly.
No group is excluded from these
inconsistencies. Like any other campus group, The Breeze is only
human. F. Scott Fitzgerald's lofty
test of "first-rate intelligence" and
responsibility is not easily reached.
And without critics, it would be
unreachable.
The above editorial was written by Pat
Plummer, The Breeze's Editorial Editor. It is
the opinion of Plummer, Editor Constance
Walker, Managing Editor Gwen Fariss, and
Assistant Editorial Editor Kristi Muis.

Columnist predicts Republican victory
We made it!
After countless months of hype, hoopla, posturing and positioning, the great presidential election
of 1984 has begun.
For both Democrats and Republicans, this election promises to be one of the most important of
the century. Is Republican populism just a passing
fad? Or has the Democratic party really lost touch
with mainstream America? The answers to both
these questions should be provided come
Now, 6, Election Day.
According to the Democratic party, Walter
Mondale is the best hope for the future. Mondale
has had a very distinguished career as a politician.
Yet, that very idea leaves a bad taste in the mouths
of many Americans. For every argument that
President Reagan's policies are meant to benefit
only the rich, Republicans can counter that a big,
complex, Mondale-run federal govenment will
benefit no one.
In addition, Americans are uncomfortable with
the notion that Mondale and collegues havcmade
a very nice living spending public money.

Down
Under
TOM CONWAY
Democrats insist that a large central government
is the only way to create and maintain a just
humane society. On the other hand, Republicans
feel that state and local governments are more
responsive to the people and should be given more
power and responsibility. Arguments can be made
in favor of both approaches.
Despite the talk about arms control, abortion
foreign policy, and "fairness", the major
philosophical question of this election is not what
government should do but rather which government should do it.

itafiHX "* ^wcan people will make the
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v « are more conservative in
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Democrats control 35 of ™**
50 state governori
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,
«
ow. voters react
2S&51 Vo,CT ""Potability « one 0f
many tools used to keep government accountable.
This fall, become involved in the present and the
future by voting. Because, like it or not, we will all
nave to live with the results of this election.

Tom Con way is a junior majoring in business
management.
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Tumbleweeds in Harrisonburg?

City life slows down during summer
Did the summer fly by where you
were? Do you wish you would have
had more time for R & R? Next year,
try spending your summer in Harrisonburg.
The longest year I ever spent was
the summer I spent in Harrisonburg.
We're talking boring.
The good news was there was rarely any cover charge at JM's. Unfortunately, there weren't any people
there either.
The downtown bars were even
worse, that is, if you could make it
past the tumbling tumbleweeds to
get downtown.
The most unfortunate of the
downtown bars was Jo's. It died a
quiet death midway through the
summer. I didn't even know it was
sick.
What about the JMU Dinner
Theatre? Nope. Dinner theatre
tickets are about as easy to get as
commuter parking spaces.
And if you think the music on
WJSY and WQPO is bad now, you
should hear the garbage they play
during the summer. Just how much
of Diana Ross and Julio Iglesias can
one person stand?
Unfortunately, WQPO's programming tends to consist of one

part dead air, two parts commercials
and one part music, if you call the
bubblegum it plays music.
You would think I would have
learned by now. This past summer

was my third in Harrisonburg.
Hopefully, after three strikes 111 be
out.
Last summer, in an effort to give
summer students something to do,

fc£r\t> *U- RSoViT \ T /... fc£AE> *V-\- AS.OUT rcf

UNTIL- ^fA«J STUOENn^
R.€.TuR.M FROIW

Tim Arnold is a senior majoring in
communication arts.
To the editor

Va. senator
set against
drinking bill

As a member of the Virginia General Assembly,
it is my position that only as a last resort will I be a
party to a scheme by which the federal government
is blackmailing us with our own money.
As far as Virginia is concerned, it is my opinion
that raising the beer drinking age to 21 would be
grossly unfair. Statistics presented to the Senate
Rehabilitation and Social Services Committee this
year show that there has been a substantial reduction in DUI convictions in spite of the fact that we
have more intensive enforcement. Interestingly,
the age group with the very best record in terms of
percentage of reduction in DUI convictions were
the 19- and 20-year-olds.
Is this any way to correct a situation that is a national tragedy? Is improvement not what we are
after? Are we to improve the situation by penaliz-

SGA welcomes back students
To the editor

Welcome back, from your SGA officers. We re
ready for an exciting and active year. All we need
are your ideas, criticisms and energies to fulfill our
expectations and goals for this year.
We encourage you to take advantage of your
role as an SGA member by participating in the
decision-making process at JMU. Student senators
and students-at-large have contributed to JMU s
development and growth over the years. Your help
is needed to continue expanding JMU in new airecDon't forget that you elected us to work on the

the University Program Board
scheduled a concert featuring The
Grassroots and a band called The
Piggies. Yes, that's right, The Piggies. Next to a Beatle's reunion, the
one band that everyone wants to see
these days is The Piggies.
And not to be outdone, this summer's board gave us free ice cream
once a week. Talk about excitement.
Speaking of excitement, the big
news this summer was that the traffic light across Main Street was fixed. Too bad there weren't any
pedestrians to try it out.
I guess my exile was deserved. All
those wimpy 12- and 15-hour
semesters caught up with me, and I
was forced to take summer classes.
Summer on campus wasn't
without its pleasures, though. The
sheer joy of giving incorrect directions to orientation students and
their parents is unmatched.
But now you're all back — 10,000
noisy, rude-but-lovable, intelligent,
if not sober, screaming, students.
You guys are just what this town
needs — people.
Welcome back.

big issues and the little things. We're here to help.
Stop by the SGA office, room 114, Warren Campus Center, or call 6376 or 6377.
We wish you only the best in your pursuit of
academic achievement and individual* growth
throughout the academic year.
Dan Rlordan, president
Kay Nichols, administrative vice president
Helen MacNabb, legislative vice president
Phil Holland, treasurer
Janle Cralg, secretary

ing the very age group that has shown the most improvement?
I'm convinced that this will cause widespread
disrespect for the law among the 95 percent or
more of the young people who are responsible and
law abiding. I am convinced that it would encourage the use of more dangerous drugs.
Behavior patterns will change, but I am not
naive enough to believe that any 19-or 20-year-old
who enjoys beer will sip ice water while their
21-year-old classmates gather around the beer keg.
I seriously question whether implementation of
a uniform drinking age of 21 would actually reduce
highway deaths except possibly in the very short
run.
,
Kevin Miller
state senator

26th district

Letters policy
77ie Breeze welcomes letters to the editor.
Address letters to the editorial editor, 77ie
Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. Letters may also be
sent through campus mail.
All letters should be typed and no longer
than one page. Include your name, academic
year, major and telephone number.
All letters are subject to editing.
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STUDENTS!
A&P WILL BE HAPPY
TO CASH YOUR
CHECKS WITH
PROPER STUDENT
SCHOOL IDENTIFICATION
CARD!

HOHINVITAI0NS

—" "*•

DTT~"1

Fresh Spinach * / Jr

7QC

Avocados

FLORIDA BUTTtHY *CH

70C

FKSHTAHQY

(WIESS SEEOIESS

HOC

fiy

• /£r Bean Sprouts «.
Baking Potatoes £.** I Red Radishes CIS. I Seedless Raisins oSr
Cefery /tearts A; «T A/faffa Sprouts £ /ST Mb/mir Meats » J
'^

«*

Green Onions u^^ I

OWS1W 0£*» CASSCO «»

English Cucumbers ~ XT Ice Cubes

GOURMET

GARDEN FRESH

THOMPSON WHITE

Hydroponic
Lettuce

Bunch of
Broccoli

Seedless
Grapes

/Wfet

W&Xr
TSSHTW

Tropical
Show
Plants
Ruee&frMARcmAn on

APECA rwj&rttm CHOKX

■or-nr«i COUPON
)
sr^—I
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Mew.'

California

*j»

12 ox.
MM.

Jewish Rye
Bread

Moison5
IN 12-OZ. BOTTLES

Labatts 6
Beer

099 camoma' 099 iST 119

in i2-oz ■ i\ ,-. o si m .-4S(

fled. JV/i/te £
S/i/e Seer
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Chunk Light
Tuna

L
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Double
Coupon
Savings
ON MANUFACTURER S
CINTS-OFf COUPONS
VALUED UP TO
SEE YOUR AiP STORE
FOR COMPLETE DETA

T ▼
OS DA INSPECTED'FRESH
JAMESTOWN PORK

Sausage
Meat

OUR BEST 100*, BEEFFROZSN tfT#l

9 9

Steaks

199

Eckrich
Smoked Sausage f

#
a D9 Oscar Mayer \
Bologna \
X f

Sandwich

1 lb.
roll

AUUUNFDES

lb.

CULLED WHOLE OR HALVES

Claussen
Pickles 32»

PLANTATION BRAND

U»Cl RKO. FISH STICKS Oft
14Ol.PKQ.0F

VanDeKamp
FishFiHets

VEATORKBSUCED'WlP%G.t

r

40

laBHasucuaKmiKurm

Turkey
Breast

OmiaTFROtBltOOSKEF

£

i

I

Chicken Leg
Quarters

39

OHHLTNCY CHICKEN

Turkey Wings Hamburger
or Drumsticks V* lb. Patties

Great
Dogs

»3*

WhenYbuBuy
One At The Price
Of'2.59 Each

American
Singles
AIP 2-LB. BOWL

Oleo
Spread
AmmoEi^couNT

Ice Cream
Sandwiches

|-t

}

Q

FROZEN 12-OZ. PACKAGE gM £g%

* THE DELI SHOP 0

Green Giant lo9 Boiled
Lasagna
f
Ham
AtP-FROZEN I0OZ CAM

NEW YORKER DOMESTIC

Sliced
Strawberries

Swiss
Cheese

CHII St •>.AIISA(.I •I'll'l'l IIONI

A&P Frozen
Pizzas

IN

mi ni t: s»#i ''■•' in '.'i

Cole Slaw or
Potato Salad

Shnmp
I m •■><

Flounder
Fillets
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Shalimar
Imports and Antiques
39 E. Market St.
433-9464

Sale!

S*UM»S

10ft off: Selected blouses and skirts
15% off: 2 piece cotton outfits and sundresses
silk scarves- sale $8 reg. $12
India print bedspreads- SI2.99
Hand embroidered mens shirts- $19.99

NOW OPEN

Fashion earrings-$1.99 Reg. $3.50
Fashion Brass earrings-$4.99 Reg. $7.99
Cloissone earrings-$7.99 Reg. $9.99
Brazilian and Peruvian earrings-$9.99 Reg. $12.50
Futons (Japanese bed)
single-$75, doublc-$85, queen-$95
1W» off: Chinese porcelian, Cinnibar, Bone Ivory perfume and
snuff bottles- from $8 to $16.
New arrivals- Afghanistan and Chinese clothing
Store hours:
Monday thru Thursday 11 to 6
Friday II thru 8
Saturday 10 thru 6
Shalimar has expanded! we have a unique, wide selection of clothing,
Jewelry, gifts and antiques from all over the world.

Wilderness
voyagers
ev*
OUTDOOR WEAR AND EQUIPMENT

Sweaters • cotton and ramie 30% off
Polar FIMCO Jacksts • wars $44.96 now $29.95
HI Tac Low Top walking ahoaa • wara $3240 now $25.85
Rugby Shorn buy ono pair for $16.50 and gat a aacond pair lor 1 / 2 prlea
Long John 50 / 50 Slaavalaaa Shlrta • wara $11.95 now $8.95
Long John 50 / 50 Short Dleve Shlrta • wara $13.96 now $9.95
Any North Faca, KaHy or Diamond Brand Internal and External Frama Backpacks
In stock $10.00 off
Skwra Daelgna Polar Flaaca Jackal with 60/40 lining now 20%off
Royal Robbma Woman's Short Sleeve Light Canvas Shirts ■ wara $19.95 now
$15.96
Royal Robblns Woman's Canvaa Shorts - wan $2640 now $10.06
Optlmua III Trlpla Fual Stove, ExpadHlon Stova with pump, WMta Qas, Kerosene,
Alcohol - was $83.95 now $65.95
M.S.R. Fire Fly Sieve • was $62.96 now $52.95
2 Party Cook Sat ■ was $7.00 now $6.00
$10.00 oH any Tant ■ North Faea, Diamond Brand and Mose

ntoyBlftobba-iB

•m

With any purchase of $35.00 or more got a 100% Cotton
Heavyweight Pro-Shrunk Wilderness Voyagers TShlrt tor lust
-*
"
$hO0t
ISt S. Mason St, Harrisonbury. 434-7234

Records
Tapes
Accessories
All $8.98 list LP's and
cassettes now $6.49.
TDK SA90 cassettes
2 pack for $5.29.
We carry a wide selection of
posters, buttons, blank video
cassettes, tape cases, head
cleaners, disc washer
accessories, etc.
82 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(703)434-1770
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nation
Prison growth rates slow down

Tech officials surprised
with admission Increase

WASHINGTON- Although the population
in state and federal prisons reached a record
454,136 during the first half of 1984, the
growth rate seems to be slowing, says a Justice
Department official.
The growth rate for the first half of the year
was 3.9 percent, compared to 4.2 percent for
the first half of the preceding year, the Justice
Department said Monday.
The growth rate in federal prisons was 7
percent, almost double the 3.6 percent increase in state institutions.
The prison population grew by a record 12
percent during both 1981 and 1982, with the
rapid growth attributed to tougher sentencing
laws adopted by many states. The increase for
the entire year of 1983 was S.9 percent.

BLACKSBURG — When Virginia Tech
officials told 1,200 incoming engineering
freshman students they'd have to buy
$2,200 personal computers along with
books this fall, they worried that parents
might protest and admissions might drop.
But the opposite has happened, said Paul
E. Torgersen, dean of the College of
Engineering.
4
'We were worried about admissions, but
applications actually increased, "Torgersen
said Tuesday. "Most of the potential
students and parents we've discussed tins
with have been very positive. Some of the
local students asked if they could pick up
their machines early, but we had to tell
them no."
— Associated Press

Man pleads Innocent
charges

■*

r

WASHINGTON — A
41-year-old
Southwest
Washington man pleaded innocent Tuesday in D.C.
Superior Court to drunken
driving and reckless driving
charges in connection with an
accident which killed seven
people.
Authorities maintain that
Robert L. Williams was driving the wrong way down "M"
street near the Washington
Navy Yard on Saturday evening when his car hit the median and plowed into a crowded bus stop.
Seven people, including a

The greatest increases during the first half
of 1984 were in Alaska, New Hampshire and
New Jersey, with 10 percent each. Total
prison populations ranged from a low of 402
inmates in North Dakota to a high of 41,866
in California. Four states accounted for a
third of all state inmates: California: Texas,
35,324; New York; 32,276; and Honda,
26,686.
Seven states reported declines during the
past six months: Hawaii, down 0.3 percent;
Iowa, down 1.2 percent; Maine, down 5.3 percent; New Mexico, down 1.2 percent; Tennessee, down 6.6. percent; West Virginia,
down 2.5 percent, and Wyoming , down 3.1
percent.
— Associated Press

young couple and their three
small children, died.
On Monday, Williams was
formally charged with one
count
of
voluntary
manslaughter and ordered
held without bond for five
days.
— Associated Press

Mayor wants ksy
to town back
TALLADEGA.Ala. Mayor
Larry Barton, who presented
former Miss America Vanessa
Williams with the key to the
city in December, wants the
key back.
"I'm particular about who

Barton said he wasn't sure
if Miss Williams would return
the symbolic key, presented

\

Republican chairman resigns
from prison panel

when she visited Talladega to
take part in the annual
Christmas parade.
I present my keys to. This is
not the kind of person I want
to have a key to my city," he
said Monday of Miss
Williams, who gave up her
crown in July after sexually
explicit photographs of her
were published in Penthouse
magazine.
This is the first time I have
had to ask for one back," he
said.
— Associated Press

RICHMOND- State Republican Chairman Donald Huffman said Tuesday he
cannot continue to serve on a prison investigative panel because his political role
puts him in a "no win" situation.
Huffman was in Dallas Aug. 14 preparing for the GOP national convention when
told he had been appointed to a bipartisan
six member Board of Corrections committee investigating problems at the troubleplagued Mecklenburg Correctional Center.
Huffman, a Roanoke attorney and fiveyear member of the corrections board, said
in Dallas that he would not serve on the
committee if he felt his appointment was
purely for political purposes. "I will not be
used," he said, i
He emphasized, however, he will remain on the corrections board. His current
term expires next June.
— Associated Press

by the way
Woman bitten by poisonous
snake while In bed
CROOM, Md.- A rural Maryland
woman was bitten by a poisonous copperhead snake Tuesday morning while lying in her own bed, police said.
The 21-year-old woman, whose name
was not released, was reaching to a nightstand for a tissue at about 4:20 a.m. when
the two-foot snake sunk its fangs into her
arm, said a Prince George's County police
spokesman.
Police found the snake under a chair
while searching the bedroom in the
Croom home following the incident, officials said. With the aide of a Maryland
Park naturalist, police "surrounded the
snake", and "took it! into custody," said
the spokesman.
The spokesman confirmed that the
snake was a northern copperhead, a
species that's "not too common" in an
area as far south as Croom.
_ Associated Press

Radioactive cargo
found Intact
OSTEND,
BelgiumBelgium said Tuesday that
French navy divers checked
the steel containers holding
the 225-ton radioactive cargo
of the Mont Louis hours after
the French freighter sank
Saturday and found them intact.
High-ranking Belgian and
French government officials
arranged to survey the North
Sea wreck site Tuesday, and
salvagers said it could take
several weeks to retrieve the
cargo from the ship, which is
lying in 46 feet of water.
According to John
Huylebroeck, an Environment Ministry spokesman, the
Mont Louis carried 30 containers of uranium hexT
f

afluoridc, a material used as a
gas in the uranium refinement
process but shipped as
crystals.
— Associated Press

passengers and crew disembarking from the Iraqi planes,
but were not allowed to speak
to them.
The hijackers, a man and a
woman who identified
themselves only as Behrouz
and Ferechte, told reporters at

Israeli military
reports base hit

Baghdad airport they were
"planning to request political
asylum in Iraq because this is
the only country where we can
live freely."

BAGHDAD, Iraq- Two hijackers seized control of an
Iranian jetliner carrying 206
people Tuesday and flew to
Iraq.
The hijackers, passengers
and crew of the commandeered
Iran Air Airbus were flown to
the Iraqi capital aboard two
Iraqi Airways planes after the
surrender at an airport in
southern Iraq.
Reporters
saw
the

Behrouz said he and his
girlfriend commandeered the
plane 10 minutes after it took
off from Shiraz," a city in
southern Iran, on a flight to
Tehran, the Iranian capital.
It was the sixth hijacking in
the past month, three of them
involving Iranians.
— Associated Press
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